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OReagan's Nicaraguan policy may
become a self-inflicted wound, page 11.
OGospel choir a high-spirited "family," page 13.
OKnights lose a 10th inning heartbreaker, page 21.
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BOR puts hold on UCF catch·up money
by Jayne Day
Future news

A $5 million request made by UCF
President Colbourn and three other
Florida university presidents to correct budget inequities at their universities will remain on the Board of
Regent's back burner until the
1985-87 session.
BOR Budget Director Carl
Blackwell said Monday that the board
will respond to the request but it is
still unwilling to change its established priorities for the current session.
However, he said the board will
review monies allotted for strengthening undergraduate education and
those for 1984-85 enrollment expected
at these universities. He said changes

in these particular areas may make Terry Campbell is a little more
·
the funding a little more equitable for disturbed.
"Facts warrant a remedy this year
the immediate future.
Actual monetary replies to the re- as opposed to waiting," he said.
The impact of the inequity has afquest depend a great deal on the State
Legislature's decisions, Blackwell fected the morale of students and
said, and the BOR is concerned about faculty alike, according to Campbell.
its credibility with the Legislature In a memo to the citizens of Florida,
and will not change its priorities at Campbell stated' 'I cannot believe it is
the present time.
in the best interests of the citizens of
UCF President Trevor Colbourn is Florida to continue, for one more day,
pleased with the BOR's decision to try inequitable funding for the University
to find money for other areas but sug- of Central Florida; or for that matter
gests further steps be taken promptly. any other State University System in"It is up to us to convince the stitution. None are adequately funded
Legislature," Colbourn said W ednes- -at the current time."
day. He intends to retain the aid of the
President Colbourn similarly
Florida Student Association, saying, believes UCF students face con"We need all the help we can get."
siderable difficulties with large
UCF Faculty Senate Chairman Dr. classes and limited course offerings

and urges correction soon.
The board agrees that UCF, along
with the University of South Florida,
Florida Atlantic and the University of
North Florida, receive below-average
allocations. The Task Force Report on
Funding Equity in the State University System Allocation Process states
that the four universities are the
schools most seriously affected by inequities. But the board insists it can- ·
not change its priorities and endanger
its credibility with the Legislature.
Campbell replies that "It would
seem more improper to not ask for a
change in priorities when confronted
with this information than it is to be
concerned about what the Legislature
Money, page 4

Regents
call for
moral code

Audit finds snags
in Financial Aid

by Rick Brunson

Special to the Future

by Frances Brady

News editor

. The Florida Board of
Regents, calling for a "higher
moral and ethical atmosphere" on State University System campuses, passed
a resolution at its March 23
meeting requiring the review
of moral standards.
The resolution came after
allegations of sexual misconduct at the University of
Florida and the University of
South Florida.
In the resolution, the board
reaffirmed
its
"responsibility" and "mission" to nurture a highly
moral academic and social environment and to provide
students with "a set of values
and ethics, a commitment to
law and morality, a respect
for the rights and dignity of
all individuals.''
The resolution also calls for
each university to review its
·policies and procedures for
maintaining a proper moral
environment. Chancellor Barbara Newell said at the
Code, page 4
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UCF's finest fleet
UCF does not really have a navy. But the row of boats lined
up in dry dock in the parking lot behind the Health Center
resembles one. The sea-faring Dr. John Osborne of Biological
Science.s uses them for aquatic research .

Saga of an eyesore
Kiosk becomes political football
by Richard Truett and
Rick Brunson
Future news

Politics has infected the
simple task of refurbishing
the Student Government
Kiosk. The Future reported
March 2 that the Kiosk
would recieve its muchneeded facelift the weekend
of March 3-4. As of Wednes-

day the weathered Kiosk
was
untouched
and
materials designated for the
repairs
remained
in
Legislative
Advisor
Kathleen Johnson's office.
Student Sen. Stuart
Cll
James, who is in charge of ~
the renovation, said '2oWednesday the delay was E
caused
by
political ~
Kiosk, page 4 ~

The books at the UCF
Financial Aid office need to
balance up a little better, according to state auditors.
In a report released April 6,
three state auditors concluded that departmental ledgers
in the office were not reconciled with subsidiary records of
each of the four financial aid
programs handled by the office. While the differences
were not. material in amount,
the auditors said without
balanced figures, financial aid
personnel could not be sure if
the amount of aid to an individual student was too
much or too little.
The report included several
other findings made during
the audit which was conducted during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1983.
The auditors found that
Financial Aid was not
depositing matching funds
for the National Direct Student Loan program the same
time as the federal government contributed funds for
the program.

Auditors also expressed
dismay over the location of
file cabinets in the office containing financial aid records.
. According to the report, access to the files by
unauthorized people who
could tamper with them is too
easy.
Another problem was
discovered when the auditors
cross-checked College Work
Study participants' biweekly
timecards with their class
schedules. There were many
incidents where the students
worked during scheduled
class periods.
While these findings encouraged ·F inancial Aid officials to do more checking
and to clean up their files, the
auditors said the office's procedures were adequate
.enough to satisfy the U.S.
Department of Education.
"Because of inherent
limitations in any system of
internal accounting control,
errors or irregularities may
occur and not be detected,"
the report said.
However, UCF President
Audit, page 5
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News beat
Library to be open longer for study
The Library will be open additional hours beginning today
through April 25 for study only, according to Associate Director Lynn LaBrake. These extended hours were funded by Student Government and are contingent upon the availability of
necessary student staff. Hours are: today, 7:45 a.m. to 11 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.; Sunday, 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.; Monday through Thursday, 7:45 a.m; to 1 a.m.; April 20, 7:45 a.m.
to 11 p.m.; April 21, 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.; April 22, 10 a.m. to 1
a.m.; April 23-25, 7:45 to 1 a.m., and April 26, 7:45 a.m. to 8
p.m. The library will be open April 27 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. but
will be. closed April 28-29. It will be open during semester
break, April 30-May 4, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. but will be closed
May 5-6.

Scholarship applications available
The Student Financial Aid Office is accepting applications
for three scholarships for the 1984/85 academic year. All applicants must be full-time students as defined by the university.
The Delta Kappa Gamma scholarship is open to applicants
who have graduated from a Seminole County high school, are
presently enrolled at the UCF College of Education and have
Students Kim Minshew, left, and Cindy Moore, right, are congratulated by UCF President
3.2 or better grade point average. The deadline is April 13.
Trevor Colbourn upon their return from the Phi Theta Kappa national convention with honor
Applicants for the Scottish Heritage scholarship must be of awards for the local chapter of the honor society. Moore is president and Minshew is presidentScottish descent, a resident of Florida during the last 12 mon- elect of the UCF chapter. Both are computer science majors.
ths and have a 3.3 grade point average. The deadline is May 7.
The Dr. Robert Sims Memorial scholarship will be awarded
to a selected college freshman who is majoring or planning to
major in data processing. The deadline is May 15. The scholarship is sponsored by the Florida Association of Educational
June Stillman of the library strong, Arts and Sciences;
Sixteen faculty members
Data Systems.
were given awards at the an- was presented a university Mary Joyce, Business Adnual banquet meeting of the faculty award for Excellence ministration; Donna Toler
UCF Foundation on March in Librarianship. She was Baumbach,
Education;
28. Dr. John A. Osborne, cited for her work as head of Harold I. Klee, Engineering,
Representatives from the Internal Revenue Service will be biological science professor, the reference section and her and Thomas J. Edwards, Ill,
on campus at 9 a.m. April 20 to meet with students who may was presented the university contributions to the operation Health.
be interested in a career as a revenue officer in the agency's col- award for Excellence in of the library. Iraida Rickling
The College Faculty
lection division in South Florida. The meeting will be held in Research for his work in won the Off-Campus Award A wards for research went to:
the boardroom on third floor of the Administration Building. aquatic plant control and his for Professional Excellence Osborne and Larry Andrews,
These are non-accounting positions but some business courses drawing of over $671,500 in for her almost single-handed Arts and Sciences; John
or experience would be helpful. For more information call the research money to UCF since work of building the Florida Cheney, Business AdCooperative Education and Placement office at 275-2361.
1973. Dr. Glenn Cunningham, Solar Energy Library from ministration; Judy Olson,
Education; James S. Taylor,
of the chemistry department, scratch in nine years.
The 1.984 College Faculty Education, and Mukesh K.
was presented the Excellence
in Teaching award for his A wards for teaching went to: Khattar, Florida Solar
Applications are now being accepted for positions of special rapport with students. Cunningham and Lee Arm- Energy Center.
graduate adviser to fraternities and graduate adviser to
sororities. Applications may be obtained from the Dean of Student's office in AD 282. Deadline is May 1. For more information call Anne Kerr at 275-2177.
and are circulating a petition mandatory quarterly obeto allow him to continue per- dience training for all campus
forming on campus.
squirrels. The groups says it
Dr. Richard O'Sullivan, vice president for administration at
is tired of seeing the statue of
Valencia Community College, will speak ·on "Toward the
Student says no way to William Oxley Thompson in
Twenty-first Century-A Time of erisis/A Time of Opportuni"Gay Day-" The executive front of the library covered in
ty" at 6 p.m. Thursday in ED 125. O'Sullivan is the coorsecretary of Western bird droppings and wants it
dinator of the Central Florida chapter of the World Future
Michigan University's stu- cleaned up.
Society. He also has a weekly radio program Future Focus.
Four
more
years-A dent association resigned in
guaranteed tuition plan at protest recently after the
The UCF String Ensemble, under the direction of Sabina Gannon College in Penn- governing body showed supMicarelli, will present its spring concert at 8 p.m. Tuesday in sylvania promises full-time port for a campus "Gay
the Music Rehearsal Hall. Also, the Florida Youth Wind · enrolling freshmen that their Day." Diane Chlebo, a
Ensemble and the UCF Jazz Lab will present a concert tuition will not go up for four 22-year-old senior majoring in
said
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Winter Park High School years. Tuition at Penn- communications,
sylvania colleges has jumped homosexual acts are illegal in
auditorium. Both concerts are free and open to the public.
32 percent over the last three Michigan and should not be
years. Gannon's plan will help endorsed by the WMU stuThe return of the house
Dr. Jamal Badawi of Saint Mary's University, Halifax, parents and students predict dent association nor should mother· The Interfraternity
Canada, will present a lecture on "The Koran: Its Nature and costs during the course of they be supported with stu- Council president at the
dent money.
University of Florida has proSource" on April 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the Engineering their education.
posed that fraternities have
Auditorium. The lecture is sponsored by the Department of
School wants traveling
"Ban the birds" group house mothers so they can be
Humanities, Philosophy and Religion and the Islamic Society
of Central Florida. Badawi has written numerous booklets and minstrel to hit the road- Of- wants statue cleaned up- A supervised on the same basis
ficiuls at Arizona State secret group at Ohio State as residence halls. The proarticles about Islam.
University want to boot John University calling itself the posal was part of the IFC's
Bowen, a roving street-singer, ''Oxley Thompson Liberation response to administration
sent demands for stepped up
The Philosophy Club will sponsor a discussion/debate on off campus. The minstrel Organization"
atheism and theism from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday in the Student makes as much as $40 a day anonymous letters to the supervision after an alleged
Ce11.ter Auditorium. The speakers will be Dr. John Riser and performing for students, and president's office making gang rape at a UF fraternity.
D . Stephen Levensohn of the Department of Humanities, officials say that breaks a "no some strange demands. The administration also anPhilosophy and Religion. The discussion will be moderated by soliciting" rule. Students Among them were the nounced an investigation of
Dr. Don Jones and audience participation will be encouraged. have rallied behind Bowen abolishment of starlings and sexual abuse on campus.

Excellence rewarded

People in the news

IRS looking for collection agents

Grad advise;r positions to be filled

Campus close-up

'Futurist' to speak on 21st century

•••

Music students perform in concerts

Professor to unfold the Koran

•••

Is God there? Teachers debate it

..-·
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Reporter defends TV news, politicians
by Wayne Starr
Future news

WESH-TV Channel 2 political correspondent Ed McDonough spoke on
everything from the Reagan administration's blackout of news
coverage· of the Grenada invasion to
what time Connie Chung goes to bed,
to a group of political science students
Tuesday afternoon.
McDonough was invited to campus
by the Political Science/Pre-Law
Union to answer questions regarding
the role of the media in politics, but
neither he nor the audience limited
themselves to that topic.
McDonough said the electoral process in this country is unfair because
it systematically eliminates middle
and lower-class individuals from getting elected to any major office. "You
have
to
be
independently
wealthy-professional people like
businessmen or lawyers-or else you
have to tie yourself to the special interests," McDonough said. He
estimated it costs about $250,000 to
run for a U.S. congressional seat, with
a substantial portion of that going
toward advertising expenses, especially television.
McDonough, who al$o anchors
weekend newscasts, said he would like
to see changes made in campaign

financing. He proposes the 1<1ea that
would make media access available to
all candidates at a lower rate.
While admitting that surveys show
many people question the credibility
of TV and radio reporting,
McDonough defended his industry by
saying that "lots of people are exposed to the news through TV and radio
who don't read newspapers." He says
television in a half-hour news broadcast can't go into nearly as much
depth as newspapers, but "most people just don't have the time or inclination to read the newspaper cover-tocover.
Television can make or break a candidate, McDonough said, especially
those at the national level, simply by
the amount of time spent covering
any one candidate.
"I followed-(Reubin) Askew in Iowa
and New Hampshire. Seven camera
crews were waiting for him to go to
church in Iowa. A week later (after
Askew's poor showing), there were
two.''
In comparison, he said, ''At the
same time Gary Hart was driving
around in a station wagqn. After New
Hampshire he was flying around in
Lear jets and .being escorted in
limousines.''
Like television news, McDonough
believes that politicians have also
been slapped with an undeservingly

negative image. He said politicians
are usually down there with used car
salesmen in "trustworthiness" polls,
but that in reality, that is not usually
the case.
As a man who has covered the
political arena for more than 12 years,
McDonough says the majority of
politicians he has met ''are good, hardworking people, who really want to do
what's right for their community,
their states and their country."
McDonough opposes the network
practice of projecting winners long
before the polls close in the western
part of the country, something CBS
did in 1980. H~ favors a proposal to
establish a uniform nationwide voting
time, meaning polls would have to
either open later in the East or earlier
'in the West. Because most people
have set work schedules during the
week that are difficult to change,
McDonough also favors weekend
voting as a means of getting greater
participation.
"Only about 40 percent of those
eligible to vote actually vote. Those
elected have been voted in by less
than 20 per~ent of the citizens they
represent,'' he said. McDonough
would like to see that percentage increase.
McDonough enjoys working for
Channel 2, but says he is "sorry to be
affiliated with (the) NBC (network).

They are the ''biggest bunch of bozos
to be associated with." As examples
of the network's lack of initiative, he
cited the recently canceled First
Camera and Weekend, the latter show
being a witty news/feature program
that used to occupy the Saturday
Night Live slot once a month. Both
were good shows, McDonough said,
''but the network deliberately
scheduled them in the worst possible
time slots." He explained that "First
Camera was up against 60 Minutes,
the number one show in the country.
Both shows were shooting for the
same audience. Their was no way
First Camera could compete.''
Locally, he believes Channel 2
serves the public well. Despite Orlando being a tourist mecca, McDonough
says the news is not "watered-down"
in order not to scare away tourists.
As far as the competition goes, he
says Channel 6 is running themselves
into the ·ground. "They're bringing in
the wrong people," he said, without
mentioning any names. Channel 9 was
once truly the best, but he thinks they
are stagnating while Channel 2 is
striving to bring Central Florida the
most complete, professional newscast.
Before he -left the meeting, coworker Andrea Coudriet,· host of
Channel 2's Midday program, walked
TV news, page 5

Downtown Oviedo
Hwys. 4J9&426
Hours mon.-sat.

7am·9pm
NEW STORE HOV'rlS-SUNDA Y 711111 ~ S:30pn·
USDA Food Stamp
Coupon1Welcome
Quanffty Rf""9 Reserved

Mon. 16 · Fri. 20
9:00am · 8:00pm
BOOKSTORE
SPECIAL 1OK SALE
. Mainsf'ream is geared to college and career .minded young adults
and singles ages 18-30. This ministry will help equip youn g adu~ts for the
major challenges of life-developing a career and preparations for mar·riage. Are you looking for happiness? No matter what you do,fulfillr:nent
can only be found in Jesus Christ. He wants you to know Him personally.
Come and learn how great life can be.

MJIINSTREJIM
Tue~day

Evenings at 7:30 p.m. Main Sancturary of Calvary Assembly
CALVARY ASSEMBLY.
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park.Fl. 32789. 644-1199
Located between Par and Fairbanks exits off 1-4
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Kiosk~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~frompagel

friction between himself and
student body President Mark
Geary and disorganization
within Tau Kappa Epsilon,
which he put in charge of the
project.
"I didn 't have the endorsement of Mark Geary, who is a
Teke," ~al_!l.e~ sai~.

Tau Kappa Epsilon agreed
to head up the carpentry work
for the facelift, but fell
through on their responsibility, James added.
"I couldn't wait any longer,·
so I took the project from
them and gave it to Phi Delts
(P.hi Delta Kappa fraternity)

~-H

ICllPIAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

Course

LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
GRE

Class Starts

APRIL 28
APRIL 29
JUNE 17
JUNE 20

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there is insufficient enroUrnent.
Call for details
Days.Evenings.or Weekends

and they are going to be doing
the work sometime between
semester break and the first
part of the summer," James
said. He added that Alpha
Chi Omega and other
organizations will be helping
with the construction.
Geary and spokesmen from
Tau
Kappa
Epsilon
disagreed, saying Wednesday
that James never contacted
them about when the work
was to begin.
"Stuart said the (Senate)
Services Committee would be
doing the work and he didn't
need any help," Geary said.
Scott Farrell, president of
the fraternity, and Dave Mar-

tinez, its pledge trainer, said
they were never told when the·
project was supposed to be
done and that James only left
them a note, informing them
that the building materials
were in.
"We at no time expressed
any particular time" for starting or completing the kiosk
facelift, ·Farrell said W ednesday. He also said there was
never an agreement in
writing. The fraternity
members were ready to help
with the "community service
project," Farrell said.
Martinez, also Geary 's executive adviser, said he was
under the impression that

other organizations would be
helping out.
"I don't have any idea how
to rebuild something like
that," Martinez said.
Geary blamed the delay on
the late arrival of the
materials and said they were
"substandard" and could not
be used.
.
Martinez agreed, saying the
plyboard for the Kiosk's
bases would "melt."
"The plyboard doesn't hold
up in the rain. It is basically
something that shouldn't be
used outdoors," Martinez
said, adding that rain-soaked
plyboard succumbs to dry
rot.

Money-from page 1
may think about changing
priorities."
f

Both Colbourn and Campbell can see no reason why the
proposed change in budget
allocations should be delayed
any longer.

Code-__:_-----=---------'-----==-------from page 1

Are You Good Enough
To Join The Best
In The Nuclear Field?

meeting that the board is aski ng each university to
evaluate all aspects of life and
work on campus to see what
kind of values are being
transmitted. She is setting up
a committee to review the findings.
Cecelia Bryant-Godfrey,
the ~ 8:c~sonville regent who

introduced the resolution,
said Wednesday it was a sign
of support for the universities.
"Unfortunately, some peopie would say .'it's none of
your business.' Well, it is our
business," Bryant-Godfrey
said.
Changes in the codes of

behavior will probably be different at each university,
Bryant-Godfrey said, adding
that the board is not about to
tell them what kind of stan<lards to adopt. She said some
of the ideas may include
escort services, awareness
groups and closer monitoring
of student/faculty relations.

The :-;~,.,.operates the most advanced nuclear equipme nt in th e world .
Incl udrng more rhan half the nuclear reactors in
.
Ame ri;:-a. The men who maintain and operate those
reacwrs have to be the best. Thar"s \\ h' officers
in the :\uckar ~il"Y get the most exten~i,·e and
soph isticated training in the world .

College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over $1,000 a
month while still in school.

...

1\<

After gradua tion. as a ~ a\'y officer.
you recei\·e :: year of gradu are·le\'eJ ."' . • . .i:-_'
training un a\·ailal:-ole an~ 1\·hc're else at -~ : _.-..I'.::~--'
an) price. You bec.-.. me a high!) tra ined
~-k ·
member of a11 el ite' gnu p with ,·ital re- ..:t:~.:-.- ·
sponsibilities and growing career pNentia-:-~ _,.

·

~'~'~'~

To qualify. you ' must be a L'.S. citizen between 19 and T1 years of aQe.
working 10ward or ha,·e earned a b<:1chel or·s or master·~ d-e~ree. Yo~ must
also ha\·e completed a minimum of one ) car each of calculus and calculusbased physics with a "Jr a\'erage or belier.

·

Dtv1

You can submit an appli .:-ati1.1n as soon as ~\~u\·e c:omrleted your sophomore
year in college. If you think you 're good en1)ugh to j1 in the best in the nuclear
field. find out.
Novy Nuclear Programs representatives will be on
campus 26 & 27 April. For a screening interview
or for additional information, sign up in the
Career Placement Office.

Navy Officers Get
Responsibility Fast.

-~
L.il--i n A.l-~'tt l-l11v.~,.~,, ~

~~,,-~f Wl i

~''''''''''''~I~cl 0 r'I

-'I

,. _ Nn

r-r~~--~ ~
- ·-~

~~~-

$1.oo t\ MQ~~\W ~
;J ;J

.

o~~~

---THURSDAY CHAMPAGNE

:

. •. .

~·k ,

A\~nu~
~·1a~~ortaudoUOLu~--

FLIGHT
Till Midnight LADIES this Thursday
and every Thursday Park Avenue
takes you on a champagne flight
with free champagne till midnight
.

and FREE admission all mg ht long.

·

,-4315 N. Orange Blossom Tr.,

1/4 Mile south of Lee Rd.
You Must Be 19- Valid State l.D. Required.

-
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Trevor Colbourn and Financial Director Don Baldwin did
respond to the report.
Concerning the records
discrepancies, Colbourn wrote
in the report that weekly
monitormg of print-outs have
begun in order to know when
actual funds disbursed does
not equal a student's award
figure.
UCF's matching funds for
the NDSL program have not
been on time because of cash
flow problems, which Colbourn says he is working to
correct.
As far as work-study
students working when they
are suppose to be in class, Colbourn said a supervisor was
monitoring timecards as
closely as possible.
''The Financial Aid Office
cannot feasibly monitor a student's class attendance at
various peak production
periods such as the beginning
of each semester and during
the add-drop period," Colbourn said.
Easy access to files is caused by a space problem, according to Colbourn.
Baldwin responded to the
auditors criticism. of the
Financial Aid Office by saying their findings were minor
a:Od that overall, the office's
programs are very effective.
"The faults around the edge

.TV

news-from page

are minor," Baldwin said.
Each of the office's programs were broken down in
the audit report.
The National Direct Student Loan program, implemented at UCF in 1968,
has made over $4 million in
loans to 3,566 students.
About 6.3 percent of the
students failed to pay back
their loans.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983, 424
students participated in the
College Work Study program.
The federal government spent
$482, 721 on the program
compared to $131,848 from
UCF.
During that same period,
128 students got Supplemental Educational Opportunity_
Grants totaling $68,638.
The greatest number of
students, 2,367, got aid from
Pell Grants to the tune of
These crafts were on display Wednesday along with other wares during an open market sale
$1,970,120 in federal funds.
held in the Student Center courtyard.
Future News editor Rick
Brunson contributed to this
story.

Craft country

THE811-181'1111111
181/lIFlll,88Tf81//lll

a

into the ·room and was asked
what she thought of the accusation that female TV personalities need no . more
qualifications than a pretty
face. "That's not true," she
said. ''There are plenty of
good-looking women with
brains. Just because you're
pretty doesn't mean your
stupid.'' Then again, she added, "I suppose you couldn't
be a real scuz.''
····-················~
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: United Way
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Nissan Long Bed Sport Truck 4x2

Thoroughbred Workhorses!
They're here at last. The a/I-new 1984.5 Nissan Long Bed Sport Trucks. Whether 4x4 or 4x2, you
et a 7-foot cargo bed with tough, double steel walls ~nd a payfoad o_f 1,460 pounds. Pus po~er

~teering. Power '--rakes.

Tilt steering column. Autor:iat1C locking h11bs m the 4x4. Alloy wheels '~ul
the 4x2 And the incredible performance of a 2.4-/Jter NAPS-Z engine -the IC!rf'.est, n:ost Pt~be k t
standa~d engine in the class. Pf us there's the sporty, high-tech lo.ok of a spz~1a mfeno!
Sp~~ e
seats, optional sun roof and lots, fats more. Come m and test dnve a new 1ssan ong e
Truck today.

;'d

* With 5-speed. Remember, use the EPA estimated MPG for compa~ison . Yo':lr actual mileage may differ
depending on speed, trip length and weather. Actual highway mileage wt/I probably be less.

NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
· 1983 N. Semoran Blvd. 1 mile North of Hwy 50
between Colonial and University Blvd.

COMEAl/VE, COMEANDDRIVE111111
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Nicaraguan trips inspire pro-Sandidnista sentiment

Students travel to denounce Reagan
NEW HAVEN, CT (CPS)-- "I've
learned a helluva lot," says Yale grad
student Alan Wright of his recent
visit to Nicaragua.
As soon as he and his wife returned
to New Haven in late February,
Wright arranged an interview with
the Yale Daily News to say he had
learned, among other things, that
"our Constitution is being subv'e rted"
by the Reagan administration's aid to
rebels trying to overthrow
Nicaragua's government.
At 'about the same time, senior Bill
Cruise returned to his West Virginia
campus to address a chilly group of
students about how he, too, had come
to oppose American policy after spending two weeks in Nicaragua.
Cruise and Wright were among
about 200 students who participated
in organized vists to Nicaragua in
Jan'.lary and February, and then
returned to their campuses to denouce
American policy toward that Central
American country.
They are not the first wave, either.
A number of groups, in fact, are
organizing trips to Nicaragua for
students and others with at least informal hopes of creating enough
American anti-war missionaries to
begin to build campus resistance to
the Reagan
administration's
Nicaraguan policy.
Some trip sponsors, like the
Witness for Peace program in
Durham, N.C., ask students to sign a
"covenant" to promise to give press

interviews and make rally appearances after they return from their
two-week Nicaraguan adventures.
The Witness for Peace program has
already sent about 500 people to Central America, says spokeswoman Betsy Moran.
Other groups say they "work to further understanding between
Nicaragua and the U.S.," explains
Debbie Reuben of the National Network in Solidarity with the
Nicaraguan People in Washington,
D.C.
The trips are popular. Reuben's
group got about 700 applicants for its
most recent trip. She says they want
to go "to see for themselves and make
up their own minds. They're not propagandized.''
The network does ''encourage people to communicate what they see
when they come back," Reuben adds.
The point, she says, is to "work
with the people to stop U.S. intervention. The people of Nicaragua should
decide their own future. The U.S.
shouldn't
overthrow
the
government.''
Moran's group, which charges $750
to $800 per person for everything
from plane fare to lodging for the two
weeks, hopes "to develop an everbroadening, prayerful coalition of
American people who stand against
our foreign policy" toward Nicaragua.
It appears to be working on some
campuses.
While anti-Nicaragua policy pro-

tests have not approached the number
and scope of last spring' s surprisingly
widespread demonstrations against
American aid to the El Salvadoran
government, passions do seem to be
stirring.
When, for example, a former Sandinista government official who has
since come to oppose the Nicaragua~
government spoke at the University
of California at Davis in February,
about 80 students picketed the lecture, calling him an ''assassin.''
The Reagan administration has
financed and trained a Nicaraguan
force-the "contras"-that is seeking
to overthrow the Sandinista government, which came to power in 1979
when it ousted long-time dictator
Anastasio Somoza Garcia.
President Reagan asserts the
government wants to change
Nicaragua's economic structure and
help foment rebellion against ruling
landowner oligarchi-es in neighboring
states.
"They really have a democracy,"
argues Wright, who like his travel
companions spent much of his twoweek visit helping harvest coffee.
"The people are the government.
It's a government for the people and
by the people.''
The visit "strengthened the way I
felt, and made me more angry against
the U.S.," says Lauren Ross, a parttime student at Louisiana State.
Ross plans a LSU "program" soon
to recount what she witnessed.

"Yes, we were being used" to help
generate anti-war sentiments in the
U.S., Wright concedes, "because
we're the only vehicle for exposing the
truth."
But "in the sinister sense of the
word (of being used), no we weren't,"
he adds.
"Everyone who has gone has been
not only willing but ·has jumped into"
the proselytizing, Moran recalls.
Though Reuben says the administration is "not thrilled" by the
growing traffic to and from
Nicaragua, State Department official
Susan Clyde says· the government
does not restrict travel there.
"We can understand people wanting to go down there and find out for
themselves,'' Clyde says.
Travelers apparently are unfazed by
the possible danger from contras' attacks in Nicaragua.
Moran says the closest call the
Witness for. Peace program ever had
was when a truck traveling just in
front of a vehicle carrying Wintess for
Peace people ran over a mine and blew
up.
All the groups warn their travelers
of the possible danger, and have them
sign papers that relieve the groups of
responsibility before they leave the
United States.
The State Department has issued a
travel advisory for the country's
border and certain central areas.
Much of the U.S-sponsored raids occur in the border regions.

Bookstore
Spring Sale
April 1·6, 1984

Clothing 25% off
T-Shirts
Shorts
Jackets
sweaters

April 27, 1984

Easter Gifts - 25% off
Stuffed Animals
Selected Childrens Books

Blan.k Books $1.00 off

Record Albums $1.98-$10.98
cassette Tapes $3.98-$1·0.98

Plus Much More!

•
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House,-Sit For Your Folksl
Help your parents earn while you learnl

•
2 bedrooms,
2 baths

•

$48,900
Sussex Place offers the exciting, carefree lifestyle you've been looking for in an all-new community! Our spacious 2 and 3 bedroom townhome
villas feature spacious designs and a long list of
popular appointments ... it's the ideal setting to
entertain friends or to relax after a long day's studies. And best of all, at Sussex Place you don't throw
away rent while you're in school. You and your
family take advantage of growing home equity
and all the benefits of home ownership.
Sussex Place is conveniently located off Alafaya
Trail ... UCF is less than 3 minutes away! Excellent
shopping centers, entertainment, and major
areas of employment and study are nearby. Fast
access to the East-West Expressway makes all of
Central Florida convenient to you. Take Highway
50 east and be at the beach in about a half-hour!
Experience the exciting, very affordable lifestyle
waiting for you at Sussex Place ... it's The Right Stuff!

•

SJ25*

-PER MONTH
Own the new home you want- at a
ref"Darkably affordable price with low
monthly fin.ancing tail0red for youl

ANOTHER FINE COMMUNITY BY

-

OPEN DAILY
10.AM.

RESIDENTIAL
COMMUNITIES
OF:J\MERICA*

'$48.900 sale price. $46.450 mortgage amount. Based
on Jv_.'Jo conventional 30 year financing. 13% A.P.R. Interest rotes subject to change without notice. Full details ,,,
at our sales center.

.!,in•g ii~

. 305/281-6393
Ya mile east of
Alafaya Trail
on Highway 50
EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

..c =1

Colonial Dr.

=

Curry Ford Rd.

•
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'New ideas' image draws student workers

•

Hart's campaign has a youthful face
Albany, NY (CPS)-When a
lonely candidate named Gary
Hart visited Albany in May
1983, Gov. Mario Cuomo was
too busy to see him.
Hart's organizers gave up
trying to book a room at the
State University of New
York-Albany
campus
because, as one organizer
remembers it, they were worried the candidate could not
draw a crowd big enough to
fill one.
Things have changed. In
the weeks before the April 3
New York primary, the campus charter of Americans
with Hart had about 100
volunteers, about 40 of whom
were "active," says Michael
Schmall, the campus campaign's coordinator.
And while there is student
support for both Walter Mondale and Jesse Jackson on the
campus, Patty Silkin, the
officially-uncommitted head
of the Albany State Young
Democrats, concedes that
"from what I've seen and personal contact, I'd say there's
a lot of student interest in
Hart.''
Indeed, for the first time
since 1972, a Democratic
presidential candidate seems
to have caught fire among a
broad cross-section of

students around the country.
Over 5,000 students heard
Hart speak at the University
of Illinois two weeks ago.
About 1,200 showed up to
listen to him at Cal-Berkeley,
while another 3,000 could not
get
in.
During
the
Massachusetts primary, Hart
handily
won
stud·e nt
precincts in Amherst. .
Now, Eric Schwartz, Hart's
youth coordinator, speaks of
mobilizing a nationwide
volunteer corps of 10,000
students to match Mondale's
volunteers from organized
labor.
At Marquette, Hart seems
to be drawing a lot of support
on a campus that is "about 80
percent Republican,'' reports
Kevin J ereczek, president of
Marquette's
Young
Democrats' chapter.
With the possible exception
of schools in New York and
Pennsylvania, adds the
nominally-uncommitted Dave
Smith of Young Democrats'
headquarters in Washington,
D.C., "campuses are pro-Hart
as opposed to Mondale.''
"I sense a great lack of enthusiasm and lack of inspiration for Mondale," says
Cathy Campbell, Berkeley's
student body president.
Campbell believes Hart's

"spunk" and faithful evocation of the Kennedy style probably help attract student
support as much as anything.
Mondale's
student
organizers contend their
volunteers are more concerned with issues than Hart's .
"Students who look at the
issues and not at apperance
are swinging to Mondale,''
claims Valarie White, national student coordinator at
Mondale headquarters in
Washington.
In a sort of reverse bandwagon effect, 0 'Brien says
''we got 10 new members''
after Hart beat Mondale in
the New Hampshire primary
in early March.
"Since New Hampshire,
(the campaign) has really
started to roll,'' adds Schmall
of Hart's campus group.
Schmall says he has 40-45 active volunteers. O'Brien says
he has 30.
Both have been courting
student support-and the immensely valuable free labor
that comes with it-for a long
time.
Hart, for example, made
campaign hops though Northern California and Colorado
campuses as .early as spring
1982.
Hart spoke against nuclear

arms buildup to University of
Denver students in May
1982.
The month before, Mondale
delivered the same message
at Yale.
Mondale and his family
have worked campuses in all
the big caucus and primary
states for the last two years.
Hart's reach has been a little
shorter, due primarily to having less money to spend.
Still, by last November,
Patti Grogan, president of the
national young Democrats,
told College Press Service,
'There is no student candidate. No one had really
touched the hearts and minds
of students across the
nation.''
The early primaries and
caucuses appear to have
changed that.
"I think there is a revival of
student activism," conte~ds
Chirs Phillips, a Hart national students support coordinator.
"Student activism is coming around a little bit," says
Brian Grossman, presdent of
the University of Illinois' College Democrats, of the campus support for Hart. But
"we still have a little way to
go to get students involved.''
Involved or not, students

•

•

Gary Hart
historically do not vote. Only
30 percent of the registered

college-age voters actually
cast ballots in the 1980
presidential race.
''The problem is getting
people out to vote," points
out Ilise Levine, a Hart
worker at SUNY A.
The Jackson campaign,
which appears to have wilted
after a uproarious campus
start last fall, has had the
most success in actually bringing new voters into the
system, observers suggest.

•

CHARLIE'S DELI & PUB

JUST A FEW MINUTES FROM CAMPUS NEXT TO THE OVIEDO INN

•
SATURDAY
DOG & SUDS
25c DRAFT FOR LADIES . DRAFT & HOT DOG
7pm TILL CLOSING
75 ¢ 2pm-6 pm
r-------------~------------------.w

HAPPY HOURI
50¢ MUG
$3.00 PITCHER
3.7 m

EVERY TUESDAY

WE FEATURE 15 DIFFERENT SUBS & SANDWICHES & A VARIETY OF FUN FOODS.
Oviedo

Alafay~

(520)

~

B

25C POOL TABLES
• FOOSBALL
• VIDEO GAMES
• BIG SCREN T.V.
•

.

·

·

•

PHONE:365-2435
All Brands Importers In c New York . Sole US Importer ti

•

Imported Moosehead. Stands head and antlers above the rest.

•

BRAKE FOR MOOSEHEAD. WHEN YOU DRINK DON'T DRIVE.

•
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The newly elected administration of John
Sowinski and Tim Albrecht is accepting
applications for all Cabinet and Judicial _
Council Positions. There are also positions
available in the 16th Student Senate for
representatives from all colleges, including a
graduate student senator position.
Students interested in _applying should
stop by Student Center Room 200, or call
ex. 2191 for further details. Students must be
enrolled -in - summer classes.

I
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I
I~
I
I§
I§
§

~

Cabinet Positions Available are:
Comptroller
• Accounting or Finance major preferred
Handles accounts tor all Student Government

•

Attorney General
• Knowledge of Student Government Rules and
Procedures
Law or Political Science background preferred

•
•

Lay Advisor
Similar to Attorney General

§
§
§

I§
§
§
§
§

I§
~

~

I
§

Legislative Advisor
• Advises senators on all matters
Good working knowledge of parlimentary
· procedure required

_•

Lobby Annex Di-rector
• Familiar with state level politics
Responsible for informing students on state
issues

•

Residence Hall Liaison ,
Active Dorm Student
• Inform .S.G. of the needs of dorm students
then help to implement solutions

•

Publicity and Advertising Director
• P.R. and Advertising major
• Good knowledge of print advertising
• Responsible for informing students of
Student Governmen·t issues

~
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by Carl McKnight
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_S tudent rate:
·SQ_cents per line

fo~sale

eLASSIFIED
Male wants roommate. James Hollabaugh,
3272 Industry Rd., Rootstown, OH 444272

·

78 Mazda GLC: 60,000ml., sun roof, new
paint, a/c, excell. cond. S2800 080. Must Female, non-smoker to share 2bdrm/2 1/2
sell. Call 678-5741 after 6pm.
bth townhouse 1/2 mi. from UCF. Contact
Dawn at 275-6887.
Drum set 5-pc Gretsch, Zilsain cymbals.
Hardware, stool, and case. $425. Also Remo 2 female roommates wanted. Non-smokers.
rota toms 8,10,and 12 in. like new. Sl55. Call summer rent $94 plus 1/4 utll. Call 275-8042.
Cambridge Circle.
275-6832.

s

Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps for 44?
Get the facts t.oday! Hurry! Call
312-742-1142 ext. 698.
____

Place to live and roommate needed, May
15 to Aug. 15 approx. Near downtown pref.
Write Campbell Tucker, 217 E. Markham,
Durham, N.C. 27701 or call 919-682-3608.

Rare Beatie records, books, etc. Call Tom at Roommate (female) needed to share
282-7576.
3bdrm. house in nice home in subdivision
close to UCF. Totally furnished. Patio, big
Hide-a-bed couch, coffee table and end yard, pref. non-smoker but not necessary.
table, 2 director chairs. Call 282-6293.
$200/mo. plus 1/2 util. Small sec. dep.-can
be made in payments. Nice place. Call late
3 pc. living room set for sale. Couch, chair, eves. Avail. Apr. 1 or 28. Call 281-0436.
loveseat, outoman, $100. Ask for Tammy.
275-3799.
82 Champion Mobile Home 14'x50'.
2bdrms/1 1/2 bath, wired for phone and
cable TV, excell. cond.. central a/c and
heat, partly furnished, $12,900 or best offer.
Shadow Hiiis Park. Call 275-8509 for appt.
1977 Toyota Cellca, 5spd., AC, am/fm
stereo, good tires, new struts and brakes.
Must sell, reduced to 52250 or best offer.
Call 788-3481 .

help wanted .
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNllY! Appiications
sought for Fall 1984 employment on Department of Defense training and research contracts. Full and part-time positions at
~6.00/hr. and up dependir;ig on qualifications. VETERANS, engineering and education
majors especially encour.oged. Bring or
maU resumes to the Institute for Simulation
and Training, Division of Sponsored
Research, Suite 243 , Admin. Building.

1983 280ZX-white, 5spd., tinted windows,
II options, showroom new, only 7 mos. old.
TEST YOURSELF. Can you manage your time
all 452-3945 Merritt Is.
productively? Work 2-4 hrs/wk consistently?
5.2 cu. ft. refrig. with freezer space. used on- .Are you success oriented? Self-motivated?
ly 4 mos., $150. Call Donna at 275-4265.
Marketing position avail. on campus.
1-800-243-66 79
For sale: 1973 ptymouth Satellite, 4dr., VS Typists needed. Word Processing exautomatic. Good cond., low mileage. 5900 perience prefered, but not required. Flexifirm. Call 841-8195.
ble part time hours. Call Dave with WORDSailboard-Curtis Hawk. 2 colorful salls. MASTERS at 277-3980.
$450. Call 275-7804.
"Commodore" needed for summer camp
~---:--:--:----~-~-----~ program in mountains of W. Mass. Need
resp. and outgoing individual with conslderable sailing exp.(sun fish, etc.) S1500
room and board and great people to work
Renting: Duplex 1/2 ml. south of UCF. with. Call Bruce Schweitzer at 671-8495 after
$133/mo. plus 1/2 util. Call 275-7438. Ask for 4pm.
John or Mike.
·Full and part time sales position avail at 7-11
Hidden Oaks Goldenrod. New-2bdrm/2 1/2 food stores in excel!. Winter Park location.
bth townhouse, washer/dryer, pool. Flex. schedule. Call Mari< at 647-4503 or
$550/mo. Call 678-4402.
Pam at 671-4414.

f; - Qt..Jeilt

Summer leases and sublets avail. at Cam- Summer jobs. The UCF students who were
bridge Circle, UCF townhouses, and other selected to work with the southwestern co.
quads in the area. Call 277-0493 for details. last summer earned an avg. or $8000 ea.
They also traveled, earned 3 sem. hrs.
Room-for rent 2 mi. from UCF. Call 282-2440. credit. Now interviewing. Call 275-7804.
$100/mo. everything included.
Phone Solicitor with potential for sales with
New apt. complex across from UCF. established firm. Call 644-8089.
2bdrm/2bth townhouse, spacious living
room and kitchen. All new appliances. Janitor and maintenence man (graduate
Quiet and immediate. Free rent until May 1 student) wanted in exchange for living
with lease. S400 plus last month. Call quarters and possible board. Call 422-3230
or 834-1933.
365-6625.

roommates

typi~t!i~

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
Roommate wonted beginning May l. Male, My full-time service offers accurate speedy
non-smoker. $100/mo. plus 1/4 util. Only & professional results using state-of-the-art
lmi. from UCF. Call 277-2561.
word processing equipment. Term
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
Roommate wanted: Female to share miles from UCF . Pick up & delivery
3bdrm/2bth house. No animals, drugs, or available to campus . Call Pat at Hard
heavy drinkers. Own bdrm and bath provid- Copy Typing and VV0rd Processing Service
ed. $200/mo. covers all. Call Janice at 277-6930.
273-7729 any night after 7pm. except Tues.
South 15A area. Females to share 3bdrm/1 TypinQ,Accurate.Fost & Reasonable . M:'1or
1/2 bth house. Nonsmoker. $165/mo. plus 1/2 Editing . IBM Sel. II. All types of work . UCF Emutll. $100 dep.(negotiable). Call 646-5651 pl.-1 mi. from UGf . Marti 365-6874 otter 6pm .
or 282-1449.
RESUMES-WITED FREE! STORED FREE 1 YR! 111put
large ilome, 5 acrei:. Pets are fine. Call after 1 page & print 5 originals. S9. Call JUDY'S
6pm. 365-7808.
Business Service, 273-5298.

GRADUATION SPECIAL
Free cover letter with resume

Deadline:
Monday at s:OOpm·
PROFESSIONAL lYPING: term papers, reports
resumes, compositions, etc. Competitive
rates. Call Kathy McCormack at 275-7015.

$10.00
A professionally typed resume can make a
difference; your choice of white or Ivory
paper, black, brown, blue Ink. We can put a ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
package together to suite your needs. Call TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Pat at Hard Copy Typing and Word Process- Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
speakers available. ·Director is UCF ~rad.
ing Service. 277-6930.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or long distance call free
Typing/word processing. Thesis, reports,
resum~s. etc. High quality typing at 118001432-8517.
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 660-f220 or 365-4863, day or eve.
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES
TO EUROPE AND ACROSS AMERICA!
IT'S NOT TOO LA TE!
FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE, WRITE TO:
CAMPUS TRAVEL-BOX 11387 ST. LOUIS, MO.
WORDMASTERS
63105
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues"

•
services

We can help you get your work out
ON TIME.
Because we WORK while you sleep
and we type VERY FAST.
277-3980 (Call 24 hours)
Rates:
Sl .50/page -- regular
(The best you'll find.)
$2.50/page - OVERNIGHT
Both rates include GRAMMAR.
SPELLING and PUNCTUATION
corrections and a report
COVER and TITLE PAGE.
Split the cost among the
members of your group!
Our goal is to become UCF's
#1 word processing service.

CRISIS PRE~NANCY CENTER. FREE pregnancy
test. Confidential. Individual counseling. In
Ori., 827 Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne Hosp
Daily/Sat. am. Call 425-8989.
·
HAVE FUN WATER SKIING!
Ski with us, we welcome: fun seeking skiers,
beginning, intermediate, and competitive
skiers. For ·1aw rate skiing at your convenience call Ken Waitt, capt. UCF ski team
anytime, 277-8378. Powered by a 1984
American S~ler also skis are supplied. INSTRUCTORS: myself and other team
members.
'ABORTION SERVICES, birth con-.fol information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women 's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive ..Orlando
898-0921

2 7 7 - 3 9 8 O (Call 24 hours)
WORDMASTERS

• ~ "GET YOUR REFUND EARLY" • •
Experienced tax preparation at student
rates. Fast service, l mi. from UCF. Call
275-1709.

fXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs". exp. Full-time. Terril
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included . Reasonable . Call
Bea . 678-1386.
Wanted clean used rock records. Will give
best price. Call Allen, 830-4381.

wanted

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, resumes, designed
and typed. Correction of spelling, grammar,
~nd pu~ct. IBM Pica or Elite. Word processing avail. Located lmi. from campus. Open
7 days a week. Guaranteed quality and fast
turnover. Call 275-1709.

We're trying to start a bridge club at UCF:
rubber and/or duplicate bridge; some
tourneys; maybe a UCF team; beginners
nights, etc. Call Don at 678-5331 or Steve or
Donna adt 647-7049, keep trying.

AUTHORS IN SEARCH of an expenenc.eCI .
manuscript typist! Call Bea 6 78-1386.
1 Literary editing available.
FAST PROFESSIONAL lYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors for error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and AB. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have l O employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.
Morey and Co.
Word Processing
Dommerich Hills
Call Barbara at 644-6801.
Typing by executiv~ secretary, all kinds,
reasonable rates. Call Jan at 281-1319 or
827-4000 x 3108.
RESUMES
Designedltyped - 671-3007.

Ji{5,,~oc .
r 'ml.
.
C:::lzmc
Individual Confldent1at.COunseling
.. Gynecologists
Sf)eaker Seirvice ·

~33 LEIZ~RD. WtNTER PARI<:°

628-0405~
Joll Free 800-432~52~~.·
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Opinion

LOOK AT

THE ISSUES
OF THE DAY

Reagan mines Central
American policy
The Reagan administration has gone too far in its
covert military operations in Central America by mining
Nicaraguan harbors; finally, though, it looks like the administration's policies are going to get its just reward.
Word around the Hill is that the House will reject
Reagan's plea for $21 million in aid to Nicaraguan rebels
and $61.7 million to the El Salvadoran government. It's
about time Congress wakes up and·realizes that Reagan
has no scruples about interfering in other country's c'ivil
wars and no hesitation to spend taxpayers' money to do
it. Too bad it took a "high seas" embarrassment to sour
Congress' willingness to accommodate Mr. Reagan's war
games. By Wednesday, both the House and Senate
adopted a non-binding resolution that denounced the
mining and disapproved spending money on the opera·
ti on.
The president took quite a chance when he approved
the CIA' s plan to supervise the mining of the three harbors. Not only did he invite international disapproval for
endangering and hitting other countries' ships including
our allies, but he must have actually. thought Congress
and the American public would turn their heads the other
way.
.
Apparently, the administration thought wrongly.
It is time for a reconsideration of our entire military aid
policy to Central America before ·the administration
shoves this incident under the rug and moves onto
another covert plan that backfires.
Congress should severely scrutinize our buildup in
Honduras and question Mr. Reagan about.his intentions
there. It should also stop backing arms shipments to an
inept El Salvadoran army that keeps losing its U.S.-made
weapons to the rebels. And while Congress is at it, it
ought to make El Salvadoran economic aid contingent on
that government's results in stopping the death squads'
attacks on "subversives."
The mining of another country's harbor whom we are
not officially at war with. is disgraceful. But if it makes
Congress and the American people force the administration to curtail its buildup in Central America, then some
good will have come out of it.
Julie D. Norris
Editor in Chief

Virtutem videant, intabescantque relicta.- Let them
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nonna goethe
Miracles of Spring bring hope
Every once in a while an
event occurs that by its very
nature can erase my built-up
cynicism i.n one stroke. Such a
minor miracle happened on
Sunday morning.
With the live coverage of
the attempted capture of the
Solar Max satellite by
"Pinkey" Nelson and the
other Challenger astronauts,
my television set became an
instrument of wonder. I was
moved by the magnitude of
the mission, the intimacy and
the privilege of being included. In those few brief
moments I forgave the television networks for "One Day
at a Time" and "Laverne and
Shirley," for "Dynasty" and

all the other mindless drivel.
Lately I've experienced
many such bits of serendipi·
ty. Maybe it's the season, a
major miracle in itself, a time
of rebirth arid renewal, tender
green shoots and warm
breezes. The heart and mind
become keenly sensitive to
the surroundings.

I was touched by a gem of a
film, Tender Mercies-the story
of a broken-down country
singer who quietly puts his
life back together. Because of
it I can forgive Hollywood for
the superficial glitz and hype
of the Academy Awards, and
for all the teen-age slasher
movies.

Hummingbirds, absent for
six months suddenly returned
to drink nectar at the :hrimp
plants beneath the ltjkhen
window. I thrill to their
miniature size and irridescent
green feathers; the vividness
of crimson on their throats.
Winter is forgiven and forgotten.

I predict that the weeks
ahead will abound with miniheartwarmers. When I least
expect it there will be a sight,
sound or scent to stir the emotions. The gardenia bush will
bloom, and 8omewhere, from
a distant radio, Ray Charles
will sing ''America the
Beautiful" again.

Guest commentarYThi~ves

wayne starr

commit multiple crime

This is big, so you better brace yourself.
I did not have a test Wednesday. Now ordinarily that would not be news of any kind,
much less of the big variety. Plenty of
Wednesdays have passed me by in which I
did not take a test. I'll bet you can say the
same.
The thing is I was supposed to have a test
on Wednesday. An important test. A test
that could mean the difference between a Bin
the class and something worse. A test so vital
to my future as a dynamic, contributing
member of society that I made the ultimate
sacrifice. That's right, I missed part two of
George Washington to study in the library
until 11 p.m.
No, the test wasn't the victim of a bomb
scare. There were no mud slides, no earthquakes. The culprit was something much
more destructive, much more sinister-a
cheater. But not Just a cheater, a stupid
cheater.

It's the stupid crooks I can't stand-guys
so dumb they smile into the camera at the
bank while they're robbing the place; people
who call the cops to complain their cocaine
was stolen and could they please help them
get it back?
While I doubt if the person who stole
Wednesday's test will go to jail for his crime,
he should at least be kicked out of school. But
not for stealing, for stupidity. When a teacher
passes out tests and answer sheets and tells
you to put your name on both, it doesn't take
an Einstein to figure out she's going to count
the number of tests turned in and the number
of answer sheets. If there's a discrepancy, it
will take about 30 seconds to match up
answer sheets and tests and discover the one
person who turned in the former but not the
later.

That guy is nailed. Nabbed. He's Napoleon
at Waterloo; Custer at Little Big Horn. He's
ground beef; yesterday's head cheese.
And for what? Ten dollars from somebody
Now, I'm not big on crime, but I must ad- in a later class who was too lazy to study
mit I have a certain fascination, a certain The camaraderie of fraternity brothers who
respect for crooks smart enough to get away r~spect such daring? The affections of a cute
with it. Is D.B. Cooper, the guy who jumped girl who ordinarily wouldn't give him the
out of an airplane with a couple of million of time of day?
somebody else's dollars dead or is he is living
He'll need the ten bucks. Jobs without
comfortably somewhere in Venezuela? And
somebody out there got rid of Jimmy Hoffa. degrees don't pay much. And if she didn't pay
Might even be your next door neighbor: Or
Test, page 12
your mother.

Letter Policy
Letters to editor must by delivered
to the Future editorial office by 5
p.m. on the Monday Lefore publication. Letters must be typed on a
60-space line and should not be more
than 250 words in length. All letters
must be signed with the author's
phone number to be considered for
publication. Under certain circumstances, writers ' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be disignated as
guest editorials at the editor 's descrition, with the permission of Lhe
writer. All submitted matierial
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Future newspaper.
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:From our readers
MacArthur maintains earlier stand
Editor:
I am very glad Vice-President elect Tim
Albrecht chose not to slander either myself or
the editor of the Future; such a thoughtfully
considered action gives us all hope for the
coming year. Tim will have problems enough
facing him during the coming year without
the addition of any more from ·me or from the
editor.
Naturally, I will try to work with our new
president and vice president as always, trying
to serve the students of UCF. However, I cannot allow ·T im to slide behind a series of halftruths and word games such as were revealed
in his letter in last week's Future. There was
no ''misconception,'' simple or otherwise; a lie
is a lie, particularly when repeated three
times, face to face. It is not a misconception. I
stand completely . behind my original
statements: 1. In my presence and in the
-presence of witnesses Tim took credit for
writing my work. 2. Tim made a false claim
that he .had sponsored bills I had written. 3.
Tim has never written a single bill or resolution regarding the College of Engineering
that passed through the senate.

-

Of the legislation mentioned in Tim's letter,
he wrote only one by himself, although he
may have assisted Stuart James or John
Sowinski on two others; sponsorship of the
others was only honorary. Only Resolution
16-23 and Bill 16-41 deal at all with engineering. I have personally written over 30 bills
and resolutions, 26 of which have passed
unanimously, been listed as sponsor on many
others and have actively promoted the
engineering students who elected me.

I suggest that we put this unfortunate incident behind us since we both have a lot of
work to do. Now Tim will have the opportunity to' grow into the office of vice president and
prove himself to be a leader. I am sure, knowing Tim, that he will do his best for UCF. The
new Student Government administration has
the chance to represent the interests of the
student -body as a whole and to break away
from -the all too often practice of offering Student Government positions to friends and
fraternity brothers. On the other hand, it may
also be true that the greek influence on campus which elected the Sowinski/Albrecht
ticket, actually does represent the only vital
force at UCF actively concerned with what
happens at our school. The fraternity and
sorority voters, along with a few independents, made their choice clear, ~s they
always do, and the rest of the student body,
apathetic as always, must tag along. Certainly, the expenditure of over a million dollars of
their own money should not object to what
the greeks demand. Fraternity leadership is
far better than no leadership at all.
The issues facing students are challenging.
Such important concerns as Proposition 1,
adequate library funding, tuition and fee increases, better representation for UCF at the
state levels, and a fair share of state funding,
will force Student Government to take a position and join the fight on statewide problems.
Local issues such as athletic fees, adequate
parking, sufficient traffic appeals and fines
situation, and equitable funding for student
organizations are all pending now.

It will be interesting to see how our new
president and vice president gui_de the
policies of Student Government next year. I
will do what I can to help, but I will always
Resolution 16-23, which Tim wrote, was reserve the right to speak out strongly on
about outdoor lighting near the Engineering what I believe to be right.
Building. Physical Plant was already aware
of the problem before the resolution was written and I advised Tim of that fact. His im- Sen. Mary MacArthur
plication that the problem was solved as a Engineering Seat 4
result of his effort is not so, and he withdrew
his resolution because it had no point. Bill
from page 11
16-41, which so "shocked" Ti~, is not in conflict with anything I said, but Tim's presentaany attention. to him in school, what are the
tion of his defense is at best a half-truth. That
odds she'll drive out to visit him while he
biU was written by Senator Pete Martin of
pumps gas at Tenneco?
engineering who asked , me to act as cointroducer with him since I had done the
All he did was create a lot of angry
groundwork previously. Acting as cofolks-including
an instructor who had to
introducer or sponsor is an honor and I gladly
make
up
another
(and probably more difaccepted. I did not write Bill 16-41, which
ficult)
.test
for
today,
and 50 students who'd
Tim knew, since he and Pete are close friends.
like
to
ring
his
neck.
To repeat, there is no engineering legislation I
have written which Tim Albrecht has sponIncluding this one. I had to spend last night
sored. Tim challenges concerned students to
look at the officfal records: so do I, with com- in the library again. Anybody know what
plete confidence.
·
.happened on H~ll Street?
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Sowinski appeals for help
Fellow students:
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of
you for your interest and participation in the Student
Government elections last
week.
We have many exciting
plans for Student Government that we are confident
will make life at UCF better
for all students. We will be
proud to serve you in the
capacity of student body
president and vice president
and ask for your continued
support throughout the year.
We would like you to also
consider becoming involved
in Student Government. Applications are being accepted

Area needs

We realize how important the
voting process is and how important one vote can be. To
our personal friends who
helped on the campaign we
would like to express our
gratitude; your support was
appreciated.
We hope that all students,
regardless of who they supported, will now rally behind
John, Tim and their senate to
make this next year the best
possible for Student Government and the student body.
We hope that the student

John Sowinski
Student Body President-elect
Tim Albrecht
Student Body Vice-Presidentelect

tr~nsit

systelll

Editor:
You can help the OrangeSeminofo-Osceola Transportation Authority (OSOTA) continue its expansion and bring
the day closer when our area
will build a true mass transit
system using existing and
new rail lines, plus connecting
bus/rail links.
We have learned that we
are within one to two votes in
the Florida Senate and a
handful of votes in the House
from removing a law which
keeps the state from helping
fund opera ting assistance to
local public transit systems
like OSOT A. Proceeding

James, Spraker thank voters, congratulate winners
Editor:
mind while they are serving
Now that the Student their terms in office. Students
Government presidential and can make a difference at this
vice presidential elections are university and in the state
over, we would like to take university system.
the opportunity to make a few
Now that the elections are
comments concerning the behind us, we would like to
elections and the new presi- express our thanks to our supdent and vice president.
porters. During the campaign
We would first like to wish we both discovered how imJohn Sowinski and Tim portant the students are, and
Albrecht the best of luck in we both discovered many new
the upcoming year. It is our friends and supporters. WP.
hope that John and Tim will would also like to thank all of
always have the best in- the students who got out and
terests of the students in voted during the electi_ons.

for positions in every branch
and we feel that each student
can help Student Government
become more effective in serving the needs of the student
body.
If there is anything that we
can do to assist you, or if you
have any questions or suggestions, please stop by and see
us or your senators in the Student Center, or give us a call
at 275-2191.
We are here to serve you!

sof this university will make
sure that Student Government continues to serve the
needs of the students, and
that the students take part in
their governnent to ensure
that they exercise their right
to free speech, and to ensure
that they are heard.
Sen. Stuart James
Arts and Sciences
Seat 1
Sen. Cindy Spraker
Pro Tempore

along another track is the
Florida Transit Association's
funding which would provide
between $20-22 million
statewide on a matching formula with local governments.
Only Florida and Texas,
among the top 10 populated
states, fail to provide
operating assistance, and it
shows because we have the
poorest transit servi<:!e when
compared with these states.
Even states like Louisiana,
Mississippi, Arkansas and
Virginia give operating funds
while we don't! And by 1990,
we're going to be the fourth
largest state in the nation
with even more need for good
transit service to be in place.
If the operating asistance is
permitted and t~e proposed
formula adopted, all systems
can immediately grow in size
by up to 50 percent. Now we
know the public supports increased state spending for
transit: confirmation of this
fact is shown by a 1983
statewide poll conducted by
Florida State University.
Transit got the highest support of 13 major pro·
grams-54 percent!

John W. Hedrick
People's Transit Organization
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UCF's gospel choir is 'ambassadors of goc;>dwill'
by Vicki White
Features editor

''Ambassadors of goodwill for the
university" is how director Stan
Whitted describes UCF's Gospel
Choir.
In addition to performing at
university functions, such as the
Minority Services' annual banquet,
the choir also performs at churches
and civic functions. Originally,
Whitted did most of the work
associated with conducting a choir,
such as writing and arranging
songs, but with the growth of the
choir has come an increase of talent.
"To me, the musical ability of this
group has been fascinating, he says.
"We now have a complete band,
with three keyboard players, a lead
guitarist, a bass guitarist, several
drummers, and a conga player.''
The choir, which was formed five
years ago, has been led by Whitted
for the past four years, and in that
tim-e has grown from 24 members to
55 members. He expects it to increase to 70-75 members by next
year.
The group elects officers to take
care of some of the business involved in running such a large organiza-

tion. These officers are also
members of the choir. The choir
practices about six hours a week, on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6:30
to 9 p.m. It is all voluntary; they
receive no credit hours for their
work. Whitted admits that it is hard
work "to achieve a certain musical
quality," but he adds that "the
students really make the choir."
Choir member Michelle Young
agrees. ''It is a sacrifice in terms of
time, but it really is worth it," she
says.
However, this does not mean that
the group pushes ·academics aside in
favor of singing. ''We do have
academic standards that have to be
met, but this is really no problem,
since these people are so self·
disciplined,'' Whitted explains.
Other than meeting these academic
standards, the only other requirements a member must attend
either UCF or one of the area community colleges.
"Other than that, anyone is
welcome to join the choir," Whitted
says. "We're not just for minority
students." As a matter of fact, one
of the choir's goals in the upcoming

year is going to be broaden the base
of the choir to include members from
all ethnic groups.
While the choir is pretty big and it
does have officers, it is more of a
family than an organization, Whitted explains. "It's really a choir of
love," he says. "The members really
have a sense of camar';lderie and
fellowship with one another."
One of the choir's biggest activities is the annual Gospel Extravaganza, which was at the
University of Florida in Gainesville
this year. The workshop takes place
on a weekend, and choirs from colleges in Florida attend workshops
given by guest artists. On Saturday
afternoon, all of the choirs give a
concert, and Whitted says that "it is
a sight to behold."
"The first year we went, we were
sort of considered the babes in the
group, but we've earned respect.
We've proved ourselves to be a most
thoroughly prepared group. Some of
these colleges have had choirs for
10-12 years," he says. Next year,
Whitted would like to host a Gospel
Extravaganza at UCF, and he is
confident of the leadership of the officers and the ability of the group as
a whole.

Hosting such an affair would have
the additional benefit of making the
choir much more visible on campus,
which would make potential
members aware of its existence. "A
lot of people don't know that we.
even exist, but that is coming to an
end,'' he says.
Other long term plans include
touring more, both in Florida and
around the country. "I would like
for us to be able to go on tour to
places like the Midwest and the Northeast," Whitted said. He would
also like to be able to attend a gospel
workshop in Atlanta, Ga., where he
says the creme de la creme meet
each year. The choir has not been
able to attend the workshop for the
past four years due to a lack of
funds.
Whitted would also like for the
choir to cut a record. "We've reached that point of musical ability
where it can be done, and it will be
done within the next year," he says.
So far, he has been contacting
studios in the area to set things up,
but the main problem, again, is getting the money to do it.
Choir, page 17

Prodi_
g al plays a blend of music
by Richard Truett
Future Staff
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Prodigal hails from Cincinnati, Ohio and will play at the
Central Florida Fairgrounds Saturday at 6:45 p.m.

"Got to pay your dues if
you want to sing the blues
and you know it don't come
easy. "-Ringo Starr, 1970
Remember the name Dave
Workman. He is currently
paying his dues in a band called Prodigal. Most musicians
play in several minor bands
before chancing upon the
right combination of people
and ingredients that propels
them into the big-time. After
seeing Prodigal in concert and
listening to its new album,
Electric Eye, I am convinced
that Dave Workman is a

talent commensurate with a new wave band; it is a loose
Phil Collins or Kenny Log- conglomerate of all three.
. Boldman reminds one of Burgins.
The band itself has a ton Cummings when he was
curious stage presence; they with Bachman-Turner Overare definitely a cut above the drive.
On stage, Prodigal lacks
slew of bands eeking out an
any
kind of ·cohesive apexistence by playing the bar
pearance,
vaguely reminiscircuit, but they seem to be
cent
of
the
Village People, in
misguided, that is the band
that
they
all
wore radically
does not play in any one .
different
clothes.
The only
musical direction.
that
shone
throughout
thing
The keyboard player and
main lead vocalist, Loyd the concert and shines
Boldman, has a booming throughout the record is the
cascading voice that is just confident and competent
too large for the type of music drumming of Dave Workman.
On record, Prodigal is
Prodigal plays. Prodigal is
not a pop-band and it is not a
Prodigal, page 18
heavy metal band and it is not

A few good reasons to leave home
by Joe Jervis
Future staff

Right from the beginning,
let's get one thing straight. I
like· Florida. I've had a good
life here. My college days
were filled with balmy, breezy
afternoons, and some incredibly manic Ft. Lauderdale spring break nights. I
learned to swim here. I learned to drive here. But being a
transplanted Northerner, I
have a tremendous sense of
what I'm missing.
For the thousands of
students graduating this
year, I would like to offer the
following thought s which you
should consider when choosing where you will live next
year. Theses are just a few of
the reasons I feel most young

people leaving college would
be happier in the North:
•Bugs- While roaches
may possibly be the only truly universal phenomenon, I
have found creatures in and
around my apartment that
can't be found in zoos in the
Nor t h. And then . there's
Florida's bane to pleasure
driving-the love bug. When
I try to explain love bugs to
Northern friends they tend to
roll on the floor in helpless,
hysterical laughter.
•Mass Transit- Being one
·of those unfortunate individuals that have absolutely no mechanical abilities, l
dream for the day when I can
catch a subway on the corner
to go see a flick, rather than
standing in pouring rain on a
desolate Florida ro?d ponder-

ing the impossible complexities of my defunct engine.
Orlando's buses don't even
run at night! Subways and
trains that run 24 hours a
day- now that's living.
e Old People- I have
nothing inherently against
old people. I am personally
very fond of several in my
family. But I do like a certain
balance in the number of old
people· vs. the rest of the
world. Florida has the highest
percentage of old people in
the country. The roads are
clogged with millions of them
chugging 25 mph on their
way t o Bingo. They have an
incredible effect on the
general conservatism of the
state. So unless you intend on

0

0.c.
a.
II>
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One of the stranger sights one sees around Florida.
Bye, page 17
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The Dice/The Dice
Polydor Records

music sce~e is like a hurricane-it is always moving
and moving fast. The only
problem with it is there is
rarely room for bands to improve; they have to sell
millions of records and have
hit singles or they get dropped. It does not appear likely
that The Dice will succeed.
Recording for a major label
;~ is -a great accomplishment;
unfortunately, it is no
guarantee.
by Richard Truett

-

*
It is no small feat to get a
recording contract and record
an album for a major label. It
is an uphill struggle all the
way-and a lot of times there
is no gold at the end of the
rainbow.
A new group from Canada
called The Dice have just
released their first album and,
to be honest, it is not that
great.
Imagine a terrorist holding
a gun to someone's head and
commanding "SING!" That
is what lead singer Gary Lima
sounds like. The band's music
sounds like a cross between
The Cars and The Police, but
unfortunately they can't do
justice to either band. Think
of a glass of Kool-Aid that
that has been watered down.
The lyrics are pretty much
standard: unrequited love and
the gamut of human emotions. I have no qualms about
that, but these lyrics don't
shine; they are just
there. The contemporary

Phone: 277-8015

David Gilmour/ About Face

Columbia Records

*****
Yes, dear, there is life after
Pink Floyd.
After its album last year,
The Final Cut, the group had
no definite plans for future
albums together, deciding instead to do some solo work.
David Gilmour, the guitarist
for the group, has recently
released his solo album,
About Face, and while it is
not a carbon copy of the
group's style, there's enough
Pink Floyd in it to let you

IT'S APRILi COME TO
MR. B'S FOR THE BEST
IN HAIRSTYLES.
NO FOOLIN'!

miJlerB~
J./alrJfgling
11648 E. Hwy. 50
Orlando, Fla. 32807
Directly Across from Point After
Open:Tu.es. & Fri.9-9
Wed. & Thurs.9-6
Sat.9-5
Berman-Master Stylist

@REDl<EN
For hair you can flaunt...
any1ime, anywhere, anyway.

10% 1 off with your UCF l.D.

know that 20 years in the piano.
"You Know I'm Right" has
band definitely left its mark
more of a pop sound to it. The
on the man.
Gilmour wrote all but two music is light and clean, with
of the songs on the album. the National Philharmonic
"Love On The Air" and "All Orchestra filling it out, while
Lovers Are Deranged" were the lyrics are word plays,
written by Pete Townshend. such as " ... Either you are
''All Lovers Are Deranged'' wrong or I am right." "Let's
has been released as a single. Get Metaphysical" (hee hee)
The title is a bit morbid; ac- is an instrumental featuring
tually it's about the games the National Philharmonic
lovers play. "Love On The Orchestra and Gilmour's
Air" is, well, different. The guitar playing, and between
music is real light, without a the guitar and the violins,
heavy layer of synthesizers, perhaps a better title would
and it has a nice, swinging have been something like
rhythm. It's quite a contrast "The Last Good-bye." It
to the song before it, "Until sounds like the theme song to
We Sleep,'' which uses a lot of a 19-hanky tearjerker movie.
"Near The End" is a
synthesizers and sounds like
breakup
song of another colthe later Pink Floyd music,
or.
Instead
of being filled with
sort of a juggernaut that
lot
of
mushy nonsense,
a
comes out of the speakers
Gilmour
gets
down to the
after you.
bare
bones
of
the
situation.
" Murder" is another dark,
"
...
And
when
you
feel
you're
brooding,
and
angry
what
once
near
the
end/And
song-" ... What was it
burned
so
bright
is
growing
brought you out here in the
dark/Was it your only way of dim/And when you see what's
making your mark/Did you been achieved/Is there a feelget rid of the voices in your ing that you've been deceivhead/Do you now miss them ed?"
So, all you Pink addicts
and the things that they
out
there, take heart. The end
said?"
not
in sight. Gilmour is a
is
It fools you, starting with a
very
gifted,
versatile artist
soft, acoustic opening, then
who
I
hope
continues
to make
bursting into synthesizers
music
for
many
years
to
and Gilmour's inimitable
come.
Also,
I
would
like
to
guitar.
thank
Camelot
Music
in
the
"Blue Light" features
horns and a Latin-tinged Altamonte Mall for providing
beat. It's definitely different. the record.
The National Philharmonic by Vicki White
Orchestra makes ''Out Of The
Blue" a beautiful, stately, yet
sad song about being sucked
into a war that nobody wants
to be involved in-" ... So hold
back the fire, because this
much is true/When all is said
and done, the ending will come/From out of the blue."
"Cruise" is another song
with a message about the
evils of war, this time a
tongue-in-cheek tribute to the
cruise missile. At the end he
asks, " ... Power and glory and
Re-Flex/ T'__he Politics Of Danejustice for all/Who will we
ing
turn to when your hard rain
EMI Records, Ltd.
falls?" The music is simple,
1/2
with an acoustic guitar and
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---i
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"WHERE'S THE BEER?"

Granted, I've only heard a
tiny percentage of the hundreds of albums released thus
far this year, but of those, ReFlex's The Politics of Dancing is the best.
If the Cars ever fused with
U2, Re-Flex is what you'd
have; a glorious compilation
of organized noise.
The British quartet starts
off fiercely with "Praying to
the Beat,'' a tune that should
be the band's theme song as
well as the basis for a new
religion-one in which <lane·
ing is revered.
The band never slows down
throughout side one,
culminating in the hit song
and title cut, ''The Politics of
Dancing." Unlike the politics
of the Middle East or the
politics of Central America,
the politics of dancing are not
nearly
as
complex.
Songwriter Paul Fishman
tells us the politics of dancing
are simply the "politics of
moving/the politics of ooo
feeling good,'' a message, he
says, that is universally
understood.
You can't help but move to
"Hit Line," an aptly titled
song; "hit" is written all over
it. Like much of the album,
both Fishman' s lyrics and
Baxter's vocals (no indication
whether that's his first or last
name) take a back seat to the
music, and rightly so.
Fishman has a sense of
rhythm that other, more
established pop stars must
surely envy. Layer upon layer
of keyboards are mixed with
some electronic percussion
and nifty bass lines to create
dance tunes that make Billy
Idol's "Rebel Yell" seem like
a ballad in comparison.
After raving it up on the
first side, Re-Flex slows the
pace down somewhat on the
second side in an attempt to
show that the band isn't just
all
fun
and
games.
"Something About You,"
"Pointless" and "Sensitive"
are all a little dark . and
dreary, but never too dark
and dreary. All three songs
wou).d fit in perfectly on say,
the Cars' Panorama album,
complete with innocuous
lyrics. "Your staring
eyes, they shine so clear/You
make me goosey, when you
are near," from "Something
About You" could easily have
been written by Ric Ocasek.
Appropriately, the band
ends the album the same way
it began. "Keep in Touch,"
the final cut, begins eerily,

AT GATOR BEVERAGESI
Sr.rvinc;. the Illustrator, Oes'g111~r . Fine Artist Photographer,
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'Jerry'_s Girls' sparkles with stardust
by Ted Barnett
Future staff

Stardust is a word that
many people have heard of,
but not the type of word that
people give much thought to.
Songs have been written
about it, poems seem to
overflow with its jubilation,
and stardust remains an intangible object, mainly due to
the fact that it isn't concrete.
However abstract or unreal,
stardust was abundant in
buckets (or should I say dippers) this past weekend at
Bob Carr Auditorium during
the run of Jerry's Girls, a new
spectacular showcasing of the
words and music of Broadway
composer/lyricist Jerry Herman.
Herman's scores include
"Milk And Honey, "Hello
Dolly!," "Mame, " "Dear
World, "Mack And Mabel,
"The Grand Tour" and his
latest work, "La Cage Aux
Folles," which is currently
the biggest hit on Broadway.
Jerry's Girls
was a
showcase of some of his best
work and stars performers as
well-known as the songs
themselves. Heading the cast
was
Carol
Channing
highlighting - the comedy
numbers, Leslie U ggams did
the more serious dramatic
songs and Andrea McArdle
sang the younger, lighter
11

11

11

ballads. There was a chorus of
five female singers who all
danced and sang with equal
proficiency. The orchestra
was conducted by Janet
Glazener and the pianist who
performed onstage during the
entire show was Devorah
Juanier.
The set was simplistic, yet
beautiful. Up center stage
was a lovely, curved art deco
style staircase. This staircase
wasn't 100 percent art deco; it
only gave the impression that
it
was.
Eventually
throughout the show Dolly
Levi gracefully walked down
this staircase, Auntie Mame
traipsed down seemingly half
drunk, Leslie Uggams slinked
down in a lovely sequined
dress, ready to break out into
a torch song, Andrea McArdle stomped down the steps
looking 9 X months pregnant,
and a bevy of dancing girls
came running up and down
this staircase singing some of
Herman's most beloved
numbers. This solitary staircase, designed by Hal Tine
could not be reflective of any
time period. It could only
create a mood for the audience and it did so handsomely.
After the orchestra played
a jazzy overture containing
Herman's most famous
songs, the lights dimmed, the
curtain went up, and out came

·A
T

H
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the chorus girls singing "It's
Today'' from Mame. Instead
of singing the actual lyrics,
the names of all of the famous
female stars that have performed in a Herman musical
were mentioned. The girls
circled around the staircase, a
spotlight focused on the top
of the stair, and out stepped
Carol Channing, in complete
Dolly Levi garb, singing "Put
On Your Sunday Clothes''
from Hello Dolly! The applause from the audience on
this particular night was
maddening. This is something
we don't have much of
anymore ... a true star performing one of her most famous
numbers.
The lights dimmed, the
tempo faded and out from the
shadows stepped Leslie Uggams in a soft afternoon dress
of the Gay Nineties, with a
wide-brimmed hat with long
white ribbons hanging down
from it. More applause. She
opened her mouth to sing "It
Only Takes A Moment" from
Hello Dolly! and out came a
song as clear as a bell. But not
the type of bell high in a
church steeple, but more like
the type of bell one would
hear emanating from a lovely
valley or a deep dark wishing
well. The voice grew louder
and stronger, gaining more
resonance with each note.
This was a beautiful love song

Carol Channing (bottom) is the star of Jerry Herman's (top)
new musical, Jerry's Girls.
performed by a beautiful
singer.
At the end of the song there
seemed to be mopient of
silence from the audience,
who -seemed to be in awe of
such a lovely sound coming
from just one person. Suddenly, the stage lights went up,
U ggams seemed to disappear,
and out of nowhere McArdle
rushed onstage, dressed in
full Mabel Normand (of Mack

s
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And Mabel ) regalia. She
belted out "Wherever He
· Ain't" from the play with all
the power and fury her impressive voice has.
The songs seemed to go on
and on, with the different
numbers changing so quickly
that it is hard to keep up with
the action. There was a

Girls, page 20
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then explodes into a
tumultuous crescendo of
sound.
Re-Flex knows how to have
fun. If you need any lessons,
buy this album.
by Wayne Starr

Heavy Pettin/Lettin Loose
Polydor Records

*
Heavy Pettin is described
in the press release as
"Glasgow's newest gang of
hard-rocking upstarts."
Usually the. word "upstart"
also carries the connotation

''pipsqueak.' '
Well, Heavy Pet tin is not
exactly a bunch of pipsqueaks; they do have their
finer points, such as some
killer drums and guitar work.
Their problem is that most of
the material on this album is
banal, the kind of stuff you
would expect out of a bunch
of high schoolers who only get
together to jam on the
. : weekends.
They probably would have
been better off just releasing
a mini-LP instead. The album
has about three worthwhile
songs. ''Victims Of The
· Night" has an opening that
positively grabs you by t!ie
ears and the lead singer 's banshee yell about curls your
socks. It's a fairly listenable
song, only it's a little too fast.
The powerful drums set the
mood for "Devil In Her
Eyes," an angry, defiant song
about a wicked woman who
plays around on her man. At
the ~ame time, the screaming
guitars reflect well the

underlying anguish of a man
who's in love with a woman
who plays around. It's also a
little slower than the other
songs on this album-most of
them sound like they 're set at
33 rpm, but they're being
played at 45 rpm.
"Rock Me" is a good
bouncing-off-the-walls rocker.
that surprises you with a
slow, soft opening.
The rest of the stuff on this
album is filler material, just
something you have to put up
with between the worthwhile
songs. "In And Out Of Love"
isn't too bad; there's some
nice guitar licks, but the
lyrics are no-class. ''Broken
Heart'' has some nic~ opening
guitar work, but it goes
downhill from there.
Heavy
Pet tin
was
discovered by Brian May of
Queen, who ought to know
good music when he hears it.
May also produced the album,
along with Mack, Queen's
engineer-producer. At the
time, they had been together

Has anyone noticed? Mick
Jagger is dead; not physically, but vocally. Anyone who
has followed The Rolling
Stones knows that the years
have transformed Jagger
from a singer into a
shouter-compare "Angie" to
"Undercover of the Night."
In an effort to eulogize our
fallen hero, let us ignore The
Rolling Stones' latest offering, Undercover, and take a
trip through time to when
The Rolling Stones was at its
best.June 1966. The sixth album
by The Rolling Stones, Aftermath, has just been released
and it is chock full of goodies.
"Paint It Black," the first
single, is a No. 1 smash.
"Lady Jane" and "Stupid
Girl" show Jagger flexing his
vocal muscles in different, but
effective directions. The rest
of The Rolling Stones sound
great, especially Brian Jones,
The Rolling Stones/Aftermath whose guitar packs the punch
that gives the band its
London Records
trademark sound.
"Under My Thumb" is the
standout cut on the album.
" Here The Stones' odd instrumentation and Jagger's
laid back yet authoritative
vocals mesh perfectly into a
song that is for every guy
who has ever been jilted.
The Rolling Stones reprise
the "Satisfaction" guitar on
" Think" and it comes across
just as powerful. "Flight
505 " and "High and Dry"
show The Stones drifting in
and out of country and blues.
Jagger really gets to stretch
out vocally on the 11-minute
"Going Home. " Is he ad libbing? It is hard to tell, but one
· thing is obvious: The Rolling
Stones are a tight, versatile
unpredictable band. In 1966,
The Rolling Stones are
deservedly on top. Who
knows what they will be like
in, say, 1984?
1984. Rock 'n' roll bands ar~
much like surfers-some
catch the wave of popularity
and ride it briefly; others ride
it longer. With Undercover it
is obvious that The Rolling
Stones has ridden the wave to
the shore. One hopes that instead of trying to catch
another wave, The Stones
will call it a day and leave the
rock 'n' roll ocean with
respect. Contrary to popular
belief, time is not on their
side-anymore.
by Richard Truett
Records are rated using the
following system:
save your money
we 've heard better
pretty good stuff
real good stuff
excellent stuff

two years, had only one single
out, "Love Times Love," and
had not done many live appearances. Perhaps with
May's help they will become
more than just another heavy
metal sleazebag band. They
seem to have the talent, but
it's just a matter of getting
·enough of it together to put
on an LP or put out in a live
·
show.
by Vicki White

*****
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The cure
for pollution
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The choir is funded by Student
Government, and it does receive
contributions from groups for which
it performs. According to Whitted,
it is probably one of the only university choirs in the state that it is supported as well as it is. But, Whitted
says, the group still has its needs.
For one thing, last year, when there
were 33 members, they bought choir
robes. Now there's 55 members. He
says they could also use some more
musical instruments and a bus to
transport them to a:r;i.d from their
public engagements.
"With 55 people, it would be a lot
safer traveling on a bus," he says.
"We usually use university
transportation, the vans or cars, but

with 55 people, plus instruments,
that's a lot of vehicles." When they
went to the Extravaganza in
Gainesville, they chartered a bus.
The group does spend a lot of time
on the road, frequently performing
three times on a weekend.
They even have their own 'fight
song' to let everyone know who they
are and that they are proud of who
they are. It goes like this: "Singing
the gospel, doing our best/UCF,
UCFeWe're from UCF." Whitted
feels that what the choir does
reflects positively on UCF, and that
is part of the reason that he calls it
"an ambassador of goodwill from
UCF."

What about the man behind the
choir? Whitted is an American
History teacher at DeLand Senior
High School, where he also heads
th~ history department. He has been
a minister of music in Volusia County since he was 13 years old. He attended Bethune Cookman College,
where he was in the gospel choir.
One of the highlights of that was
spending three weeks singing in
Israel. "Music is quite a part of my
life,'' he explains. It must be, since
he makes the round trip from
DeLand twice a week.
''How I got the job was rather funny," he says. "Minority Services
placed a small advertisement in

Bye - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 13
going
into
geriatric
medicine-get out of town.
•Music- Okay, big deal!
So Orlando has hosted the
Stones and The Who.
Whoopee. I'd like to see an
act that wasn't on the ninth
leg of its 150 date world tour
of arenas and stadiums.
Where are the young struggling avant-garde bands trying
to do something new? In the
North there are hundreds of
bands · playing
every
night-each with something
different to offer. All that
Orlando has to offer is
countless cloned lounge acts
and · endless series of freak
· festiv~s at the Citrus Bowl.
eFashion- Frequently
when I'm in the North, I have
to stop on the street and stare
in amazement at what people
have the nerve or creativity to
wear. But wait, I stare at people down here too. Usually
it's because of the incredible
amount of polyester they
have on. And why do fat
ladies only seem to find it in
orange or lime green? Those
who think Fashion Square
lives up to its name need to
wake up.
•Radio- I shouldn't even
get into this, I could go on
forever. Suffice it to say that
there isn't a station in Florida
(with the exception of SuperQ in Miami) that is doing
anything interesting. Where
are the urban contemporary
formats? WOKB does a fair
job of mixing a wide variety
of dance music-but they're
AM. If you want to hear real,

progres~ive,

daring biggie. There is no scenery in
radio-check out WBLS in Florida. You've all been
New York, or the student sta- duped into thinking that
tion of Boston College.
miles of alligator infested
• Weather- Although I swamp is beautiful. You want
love the sun, I also want to scenery? Check out the
notice the change of seasons. Cumberland Gap, the
I want to need a coat.• rather Poconos, Washington D.C.,
than a sweater. I like snow. I the view from the World
like sledding and snowball Trade Center. The best view
fight~ and skating. I'm tired in Orlando is the top of the
of green. I'm bored with the Lake Underhill off-ramp for
clockwork
afternoon the East-West Expressway!
rainstorms. I like fireplaces
•Southerners- They are
that do more than glow with truly gracious, charming peoplastic logs.
ple with many quaint and
• .Scenery- This one is a heartwarming

·characteristics. But· I don't
think I'll miss tobacco chewing and spitting, country
music, or shotgun racks. It'll
be nice get away from pick-up
trucks with ridiculous five
foot tires. And while I realize
that to many people Northern
accents are harsh and rude
sounding, they're beautiful to
me. Recently I actually heard
someone telling a friend that
he was an "Angla sh
Taychuh."
•Education- Florida's per
capita student expenditure is
consistently among the

For Life, Health, Auto or
Home ... Get A Piece Of
The Rock

lowest in the nation. If you
can afford to send your kid to
private school here-do it!
Floridian students traditionally are outscored by the
Northern states on assessment tests.
• Movies- Do you realize
that there . are movies that
were Oscar nominees that
never · played in Orlando?
That we get" many movies
months after their Northern
release? There aren't any
movie houses down here that
Bye, page 20
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The Prudential Insurance Company of America
Corporate Office. Mewark, New Jersey
Prudential Property and Casualty Insurance Company
Corporate Office, Holmdel, New Jersey
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Ask someone from the Rock for a free quotation on a
piece of the Rock for your home, apartment or car.
Talk to:
Alafaya Insurance Agency
Jim Alford, Agent
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Yes. A Prudential agent can provide homeowners, renters
and auto insurance as well as life and health.
Get the same dependable planning and service that
millions already enjoy with their Prudential life and health
insurance protection. Four out of five auto and
homeowner claims are handled by phone. There's a
special number you can call any hour of the day or night.

•

* Not valid with any other offer or coupon.

Offer expires 4-30-84
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'A NNOUNCING
Central Auto ·Repair
(Formerly Mitten's Auto Service)

Same Location
Sarne Excellent Service
Same Reasonable Prices
Call Carl at 365-7839
139 N. Central Ave. Oviedo
A'/ C RECHARGE ...$10
,
. LUBE, OIL, & FILTER... SPEOIAL $15

Prodigal----------------from page 13
slightly different from other
bands because its music is
very visual. Prodigal weaves
sounds from everyday life into its music; this effect works
on a very limited basis. On
"Emerald City" for example,
dialogue from The Wizard of
Oz is heard at the beginning
of the song. It has the effect
of grabbing one's attention,
but only briefly because there
is not much substance to the
song.
One refreshing aspect of
Prodigal's Electric Eye
album is that the word love
only appears three times on
the 11 songs. Love is the one
subject that has been sung
sideways
by
almost
everybody. What does appear

is a statement about everyday life. The song "Just What
I Need" is like a cross between the The Rolling Stones
classic "Satisfaction" and
Supertramp's "The Logical
Song''' with lyrics that go like
this:"The man on TV tells me
i'll be someone new/drive his
car, use his shampoo/designer
dog food, teflon socks,
spandex jeans, all on sale, it's
just what I need/irresistible
indespensible unbelievable
and it's just what I need."
Almostanyalbumwillhave
its bright spot and on Electric
Eye it comes in the song
"Boxes." Here, Dave

people
need
people.
Workman, who also wrote the
song, compares bums on the
down and out to rich well-todo's and shows how
everybody needs somebody.
"They hide in overcoats
behind
subway
stairs I ch am e 1 eon
doorstops-we never even
saw
~hem
there/and
everybody needs somebody,
someone to love someone to
share a buried dream, a secret
thought/for most of us it's all
wegot."

In any case, I recommend
that you see Cinncinati's Pr<>digal,. who will be at the CenWorkman sings along to an tral Florida Fair Grounds at
acoustic guitar about how 6:45 p.m. Saturday.

SHARE THE

COST
OF
LIVING
Give to the American Cancer Society.

American
Red Cross

®

Keep up your
family's health .

•
If you're a senior and have the promise of a .$10,000 career-oriented job, do

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S, M, Lor
women's French cut S, M. L) along
with $7.50, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,

you know how many good reasons there are for you to apply for the
American Express®Card?
You guessed it.
Lots.
Because when you get the American Express Card now, you ·can use
it for vacation travel, restaurants, hotels, and car rentals. As well as for
shopping for things like a new stereo or clothes.
And if you think you need the Card now, just wait until you're
working. (It's going to happen sooner than you think.) Then it will be
absolutely indispensable.
So apply today. All you need is a $10,000 job.That's it.No strings. No
gimmicks. And this offer is eveh good for 12 months after you graduate.
Because American Express wants to show that we not only believe in
your future, but we also believe in you now.
Just call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at
your college bookstore or on your
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't
leave school without it.~M

266 North Rocky River Dr.

Berea, Ohio 44017.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

.Two·Fingers
is all it takes.
II) 1983. TWO FINGERS TEOUILA 8J PROOF IMPORTED & B OTIL~O BY HIRAM WALKER INC SUHLIN uAME <.;ALIF

I·

Look for an appliration on campus.
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Girls-----------------------------------------from page 15
vaudeville medley with
McArdle dressed up like a
vamp from the Gay Nineties,
singing ''So Long, Dearie,'' a
hysterical rendition of "Tap
Your Troubles Away," with
Channing dressed up like a
crazy little girl in dance class, ·
and the complete chorus line
tapping along behind her.
Uggams also did a splendid
rendition of "I Won't Send
Roses" from Mack And
MabeL The first part of the
song was performed from
Mack Sennett's viewpoint..:._harsh, bitter, cynical,
then she did a complete
change of character and sang
the second part of the song
from
Mabel's
yiewpoint-soft, naive, gentle.
The first act ended with
Channing coming halfway
down the staircase in a Texan
cowgirl outfit, singing "Hello,

Lyndon," which set the tone
for the 1964 Democratic landslide. It was cute and funny,
but it was overshadowed just
moments later when she appeared in her famous red
dress to sing "Hello, Dolly!,"
her theme song.
The advertisements stated
that if the audience didn't
care for the show, then during
the intermission they could
get a refund. Well, after a fantastic first act such as this
one it is hard to imagine that
anyone would want to receive
their money back. Wonderful
marketing strategy, because
the second act wasn't nearly
as successful as the first act.
The performers were just as
wonderful, but the majority
of the act seemed to center
around songs that weren't as
familiar as the previous
songs.

There was a super medley and when they finally did,
from Mack And Mabel featur- they went out singing.
ing all the jazzy and funny
In a show of this size, it is
songs from this musical, nearly impossible to mention
which the UCF Theater all of the songs that were per·
Department also performed formed, but there are some
recently and tried so hard to highlights worthy of mention·
bring to life. McArdle came ing. There was Channing perou t screeching "Gooch's forming "Mame" .on top of a
Song," made up to look preg- grand piano. She didn't sing
nant and ready to deliver at this number much at all, but
any moment.
her eyes seemed to double in
At the end of the show, the size as the chorus girls danced
staircase was used one more around the piano.
time. Channing introduced
The biggest highlight of the
the man who composed all of evening had to be when Ugthe music and wrote the lyrics gams slinked down the stairfor all of the songs heard dur- case in a beautiful sequined
ing the evening, Herman dress and sang "If He Walkhimself. He strode proudly-· ed Into My Life Today," if
down the staircase (and who not Herman's most famous
wouldn't?), seated himself song, then without a doubt
behind the piano and all his his loveliest. After the first
girls gathered 'round and few words of the song, the ausang along with him. At the dience recognized it and broke
show's end, the audience left, into applause, and at the

song's end she received the
longest round of applause
given throughout the entire
show.
Backstage: I had a chance
to speak with McArdle for a
few moments and I noticed
Uggams stepping out a side
door. I wanted to compliment
her on her lovely voice but she
slipped away before I had a
chance to. As the lights were
being shut off and the tech
crew started to go home, I
still hadn't spoken with Herman. I wanted to ask him how
the tryout was going, if there
written, which one is his
favorite. I knocked on his
door, but there was no
answer. "Oh, pooh," I said to
myself, ''I missed him,'' as I
headed for the back exit.
Then I passed Channing's
dressing room, with a star on
the door and her name under
it. I sighed to myself, wondering if I would ever have a star
on a dressing room door with
my name on it. The stardust
had begun to settle in. "If on·
ly I could have met Jerry Herman," I thought to myself.
And so I finally experienced
stardust. It hadn't come
overseas from London where
they make movies. It hadn't
come from Hollywood, where
they used to make movies. It
happened right here in Orlan·
do,
in
Bob
Carr
Auditorium-and it happened
tome.

Bye---from page 17
are willing to be daring, to
play something that maybe
will make some people mad.
It all ties in with the tired
conservatism of the state.
So that's my rationalization
of why I think young people
would be happier in the
North. For lack of space I
didn't even get into politics,
newspapers, nightclubs or
restaurants.
Of course, I realize that
everything is more expensive
up there. Everything is
polluted. Everything is over·
crowded. But with all the
masses streaming to the
South, how long can all those
bad conditions last? The way
I figure it, just about the time
I get ·really situated-the
North will be the place to live
once again.
Will I miss the land of the
mouse? Sure. I '11 miss all the
worlds of Orlando, Disney,
Sea, Circus, Hubcap, Meat,
Carpet Remnant...

STARTS FRIDAY AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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Panthers fall to UCF;
tactical error costs FIT
by Scott Gunnerson
Future spcrts

~·

A UCF player slides safely into third base in the Knights game with Tampa Tuesday.

SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Baseball
Standings as of April 10
School

Overall

Florida Southern
Tampa
Villanova-Miami
St. Leo
UCF
Eckerd
-R-ellins
FIT

-<

Conference

29-9
28-9
25-10
36-9 .

9-3
9-4
7-5
8-7

32-18-1

7-8

26-9
18-16
.18-19

5-7'

5-7
1-10

Conf. Pct.

.750 .
.692
.583
.533
.466
.416
.416
.090

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
.-

Register to Win
An lnterest--Free Stud~nt Loan From

Games Back

112

2
2 1/2

3 1/2
4
4
7 1/2

The Knights baseball team
came into its game last Friday against Florida Institute
of Technology with a conference mark of 5-6. In contrast, the Panthers entered
the contest with a record of
1-7 in Sunshine State Conference action. But there was
little difference between the
two as the Knights squeezed
by the Panthers 8-7.
~
To start things off for UCF,
~ in the third inning Knights
§ right fielder Kenny Wright
~ produced his second home run
5 of the season. Then with two
·o.. outs, Jay Bergman, UCF second baseman, singled to
centerfield and scored when
Butch Vinson hit a triple to
rightfield. Bergman's run put
the Knights up 2-0.
UCF got two more big hits
fro:rp. Vinson and first
baseman Rick Simpson to increase the Knights lead to
four.
In the fourth inning Simpson hit a triple to right field
and scored when Panthers'
pitcher Todd Torchia (4-4)
threw a wild pitch. In the fifth
iruring Vinson bettered his
first at-bat by hitting a
homerun to rightfield.
John Groth (3-2), pitching
for the Knights, held the Panthers hitless for the .first five
innings. But the Panthers exploded for five hits and five
runs in the sixth. FIT center
fielder Joe McAllister reached
base when he received his second walk of ~he game.
McAllister then stole second
base and later scored on
designated hitter Bill
Kearney's single to left. Scot-

The abused child
will grow up

Florida
Federal

someda~

Date: April 16, 1984
Time: 9:00 AM .. 2:00 PM
Place: The Student Center .
g

Maybe. ·
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Friot SQndwiches

CARRIE NATIOJV'1n
-TAVERN -

25¢ Draft
$1.75 Pitcher

~

Tuesday

Special Disco~ts
Day&Nite

Thursday

Friday

'

A Free Keg Starting at 8:00

Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 9·12
D.J. &. Dancing
r

\\%\\SS ¢ %%·%\\%\SS\% %%%\%%i%%

24oz Draft
For 75¢ 8-11
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Wednesday

ty Watkin's, third baseman
for FIT, doubled to score
another run. Finally, catcher
Fred Engel scored FIT's fifth
run when shortstop John
Restina hit a single off of
Dave Rettig, pitching in relief
of Groth.
Knights centerfielder Tim
Barker tied the game at 5-5 in
the seventh inning after he hit
a triple to left field and then
scored on a Bergman single.
Bergman led the Knights
offensive attack with two
runs, three hits and three
runs batted in. Bergman is
batting .376 on the season.
FIT struck quickly in the
top of the eighth when
Watkins doubled to center.
Panthers first baseman Brian
Hoagie was then hit by a Rettig pitch. 'Then Grant doubled
to left field to score both
Watkins and Hoagie.
Down 7-5, and needing a
win to stay alive in the SSC,
the Knights went into the
bottom of the ninth with their
work cut out for them.
Donnie Rixie, pinch-hitting
for Knights' shortstop Wayne
Schulz, singled to right. Torchia then walked Barker and
was replaced by Mike Dunlap.
Bergman greeted Dunlap
with a double to l~ft that
scored Rixie and Barker and
tied the game at 7-7.
With no outs for the
Knights, Dunlap intentionally walked Vinson to give the
Panthers a force out . at any
base. But by walking Vinson,
Dunlap had to face UCF's
hottest hitter, Joe Dawson.
Dawson leads the Knights
with ~ .447 batting average.
He singled to right_to score
Bergman and give UCF a
come-from-behind victory.

* Speeial: Happy Hour
$2.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports $1.25
M·F 12 til 7
.
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11~36 E. Highway 50 273-4297

50¢ off any
Pitcher 8-11

Saturday'"
Happy Hour 8-11

Sports
Spartans spear Knights

UCF loses 10 inning g~me;
Wright gets third home· ton ~~
by Scott Gunnerson

and to steal home plate.

Future sports

The UCF baseball team
dropped another close game
- Tuesday as they lost to
University of Tampa 3-1in10
innings of play.
Joe Patitucci, UCF left
fielder, led all hitters with
three hits including, a fifth in:riing double.
~

Tampa leftfielder Tim Wahl
~ was wall~ed to lead off the
~ fourth inning. Then Wahl us0 ed his speed to steal second
E
~ base, reach third on an error
Kenny Wright rounds third base after h;tting his third home by UCF catcher Dave Cable,
run of the season. Coach Jay Bergman reaches out to con- .
gratulate him.

The Knights scored their
only run in the sixth inning
when right fielder Kenny
Wright led qff the inning by
hitting his third home run of
the season over the center
field fence. Wright's blast
kept the game tied until the
tenth inning.
In the top of the tenth Wahl
hit a triple to right field and
scored when Spartan. relief
pitcher and pinch-hitter Marty Reed singled to right. Reed
scored on Bryan Hubbard's
infield hit to increase their
lead to 3-1. ·

The Spartans tapped UCF
pitching for 11 hits but left 16
men on base. In the sixth inning Tampa had the bases
loaded, but Brent Laycock, in .
relief of UCF starter Curran
Hubbard, ended the Tampa's
offensive advances by striking out Robert Carnaroli.
Donnie Rixie reached base
for the Knights after being hit
by a pitch. But Tampa
reliever Stephen Murnan
found his control and struck
out Knights' center fiel<;ler
Tim Barker and second
I
baseman Jay Bergman to end
the game, giving the Spartans
the two-run win.

.

WUCF cuts
its baseball
coverage

Knig .hts split series
with Florida. Southern

_b y Roger Simmons
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

It was a free-for-all last

weekend as UCF and Sunshine State Conference frontrunner Florida Southern College combined to score 47
runs in two games. Ironically
though, both teams lost at
home.
UCF, (32-17-1, 7-7 in conference play), traveled to
FSC, (29-9, 9-3) on Saturday
and received offensive
firepower from designated
hitter .Rick Simpson, third
baseman Butch Vinson and
leftfielder Joe Patitucci to

beat the Moes in the last inning, 11-10.
In the second game of the
series ~n Sunday at UCF, the
Moes jumped out to a six-run
lead in the first inning and
went on to win 14-12.
In the first game Joe Santiago started on the mound
for the Knights but left the
game in the fourth inning
after giving up 10 ·hits and 7
runs. Brent Laycock, who
came in to relieve Santiago,
gave up 7 hits and 3 runs.
Jlowever, a Knight offensive
flurry gave Laycock his third
Moes, page 25

Future sports

Campus ·radio station
WUCF-FM has suspended
weekday broadcasts of
Knights' baseball games
because the station is in
the midst of a ratings
survey.
General Manager Keith
Fowles said that the station's Arbitron rating
:;,~ survey period began March
:i!
c- 29 and will continue until
, Q
E June 13. Fowles said the
0
E
airing of the Knights' home
~ games during the W'flrk
A UCF runner is tagged out by a Tampa Spartan while tryweek would interrupt the ing to steal third.
station's
broadcast
schedule.
Broadcasting the games
could adversely affect the
station's ratings since the
station's usual music
listeners would probably
not tune into Knights 1 i.-baseball, Fowles said. "The
audience we would have for
baseball would be a minority of UCF students and a
minority of UCF alumni,"
Fowles said.
The cancellations affect
five
Knights
horn~
games-Florida ln-st.itutL
of Technology, April 4; ~·
University of Tampa, April
10; Rollins, April 25-26;
and Florida Southern, May

Crew fares well against tough
by Pete Clapman
Future sports

For the first time this
season, the Knights' s crew
team was exposed to national
championship caliber teams
as it faced defending national
champions Temple and
Georgetown universities in
the inaugural Augusta Invitational Regatta last Saturday.
The women's junior varsity
eight boat was the only crew
to win a gold medal for the
Knights in a spectacular win
over Georgetown and Florida
Institute of Technology. The
women's varsity eight boat
featured the same three competitors. This time however,
the Knights came up short,
finishing· second behind
Georgetow:cy. In women's
small boat action, the
women's freshmen/novice
four battled down to the wire
with Georgetown and Tennessee, to capture the bronze.

comp~tition

1.

UCF's men's crew team works out during its early morning practice.
Only the UCF men's varsity eight man boat failed to ad·
vance to the finals. In this
race the Knights drew both
Temple and Georgetown in
their qualifying heat. But the
Knights still finished a

respectable third, clocking in
at 7:08, rowing upstream on
the 2,060_meter course.
The men won bronze
medals
in
the
freshmen/novice eight and
lightweight four. In the

lightweight four race, the
Knights led the whole way,
only to be passed down the
stretch by FIT and Alabama.
The men's varsity four man
Crew, page 26

Station sports director
J.C. Meyerholz said "Right
now our coverage is
restricted to home games
on the weekend." He said
upcoming weekend games
the station will broadcast
are the Knights versus:
Eckerd, April 21; FIT,
April 29; and Tampa, May
5.

Future-April 13, 1984
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And now.. .the waiting game
The 1984 version of the Fighting Knights football team closed out its spring practice Monday. As most of the team practiced plays, (left and right), Head Coach Lou Saban gave some
advice to new quarterback recruit Darrin Slack (middle).
The Knights will open the season in the "Interstate Bowl" with Bethune Cookman Sept. 1
at Orlando Stadium.

Photos by Pam Gimson

DEPOSIT

TED
INDEPENDENT THINKERS

Tell your parents about the peace of mind of Direct
Deposit. Have them ask for it where they now deposit their
Government checks.

CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPUSS THAN
THEIR CHILDREN.
Mos t child abuser are
trul y un a ble to help
themsel ves. They were
abu sed whil e gro wing
up. so they've learned
no other way to raise
their own children . Becau se they are so helpless about raising their
own children. child
abusers are as much the
victims of a vicious
cycle as the children
they abuse. Yet child
abuser can be helped.

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADntON. WRITE:
•

Nati ona l Comm11tee fo r
Pr even ti o n of Chil d Abu se
Box 2866. Chicago . Ill. 60690

A Public Service ol This Newspaper
& The Advert1s1ng C~un c1I
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Sports commentary

UCF falls in line in compliance with Title .IX
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

The women's athletics program should get a big boost
next year if the proposed
1984-85 budget is approved
by the Board of Regents in
May. The administration has
finally recognized that the
day of reckoning is at hand
for parity in men's and
women's athletics, and after
12 years of Title IX being in
effect in Florida it is about
time.
As you may recall, Title IX
is that wonderful concession
that the federal government
made inst to cool off the
backers of the Equal Rights
Amendment. It is the same
legislation that gave us
everything but co-ed showers
in high school. It also gave

women equal (almost) consideration in every government institution. But not at
UCF.
Women's athletics has suffered at this university,
thanks to an administration
who saw fit to ignore, and in
-fact, break the law.
Let's say that the budget is
approved. How will this parity work? We will cite the tennis team as afi example. The
women's tennis team, who
last year received $8,000, will
receive $15,700 for 1984-85.
That is great for women's tennis, but there is some bad
news too. The men's tennis
team, who recieved $16,000
last year, will get $15', 700.
It is parity at a price, and
herein lies one problem. Both
the men's and women's teams
are, with the rest of the

·- · i ...
~-

t. ...

Carl McKnight/Future

athletic program, moving up
to Division I competition
next year. As it is, the two
teams cannot afford to com-·
pete in Division II. One has to
wonder how t}).e men's team

can move up in th~ face of
even a minimal budget cu~.
There is another question
that bothers me. Why did the
adminsi tra tive officials
responsible for controlling the
budget wait until now to install system parity? The only
answer I can find is the mandate issued by the Board of
·Regents earlier this year.
Simply stated, the Board told
the university to comply with
Title IX or else.
Draw your own conclusions, but I tend to believe
that our beloved administrators intended to ignore Title IX as long as they
could get away with it.
Shrewd, don't you think? ,
Unfortunately, the issue
has been ignored by everyone
except those it effects.
Coaches for the women's

sports have been quietly
lamenting about this injustice. They manage to rise
above this and still do well.
The women's basketball team
is a prime example. For the
past three years they have
been conference champs and
have represented UCF in the
Division II National Tournament. Yet their funding is
well below that of the men's
team. So the administrative
bosses don't acknowledge the
merit system either. It's a sad
state of affairs when people in
such high positions have to be
told how to do their jobs.
Somehow that just does not
seem responsible.
So what type of system has
the university been running
at least their athletic program
on? Sexist! since 1972.
Hmmmmmmmmm.

Mocs------------------------------------~---from page 21
win of the season.
Vinson had a hot bat for the
Knights, going 2-5 with a double and a triple. Simpson and
Patitucci also had two hits
apiece.
In the top of the ninth UCF
had a 9-8 lead. Three errors on
the part of FSC catcher John
Cedarburg allowed · both
Knight centerfielder Tim
Barker, and shortstop Gary
Meyer, to score. UCF scored

11 runs but only 4 were earned. FSC committed 7 ~rrors
throughout the game.
Down 11-8, FSC almost
pulled the rabbit out of the
hat in the bottom of the ninth.
But after the Moes scored
two runs, UCF relief pitcher
Curren Hubbard stopped FSC
to save the victory for
Laycock.
In the second game at UCF
on Sunday, the Moes got out

of bed on the right side. The
Moes started the game off by
scoring 6 runs in the first inning and played perfect
baseball for the rest of the
game. No errors on FSC's
part forced UCF to earn all 12
of their runs.
The Knights scored 8 of
their 12 runs in the second inning and knocked both Tracy
Toy (4-0), FSC starter, and
reliever John Thompson out
~~~i:::t).:ll=:~:j):::!l:tl::j):::~~jl:jl~~~~:t:11:~~~~~ 1 of the box. It took Moes' pit-

cher Sa:l Maniscalco to put
out the fire, only after UCF '
had regained the lead at 8-6.
Maniscalco went on to win
the game for FSC. In the
fourth inning FSC struck
again for 3 more runs on 4
doubles to take back the lead,
9-8..
A 14-9 defecit, going into
the the bottom of the ninth,
was too much for the Knights
to overcome. The first four
UCF batters all rea~hed base

safely, three scored, and three
FSC pitchers got sent to the
showers-Maniscalco, Carl
Ferraro and Dave McCorkle.
But the Moes next man out of
the bullpen, Carl Wilbanks,
put an end to the UCF rally.
The Knights left two men on
base with the winning run at
the plate.
The 14-1 2 decision gave
FSC a split in the series,
which kept UCF from gaining
any ground in the conference
standings.

f!K.
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Precision Style Cut $8~00
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Monte Carlo Landau Sport Coupe

camaro Z28

=~

You really havl!n 't tasted Italian Food
until Y<?U try us.

·.

:~

1

•

- · Bread ana Desserts Baked on Premises
10~ Discount with UCF l.D.
___Jei"·,..,~-....
~- L 12309 E Colonial 32826 -~~~~~-~:-~,f:
-· ·~.__ - -- ·- - ·
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Chevelte CS Hatch.back.Coupe

Cavalier Type 1O Coupe ·

FR5.T
---- FOTDlrN1c
• 48HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
•AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
e FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
•CAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE. OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames
.
•PROFESSIONAL PRINT DISPLAY PREPARATION:mountlng,
texturlzlng,and spraying

~1~
Citation X-11 Model (Notchback)

• No previous credit necessary
• Minimum down payment
• Lowest GMAC interest rate
(Please bring a copy of your diploma with you)

LIMITED OFFER

r . Professional Photographic Society of Central Florid~
Memb e.
...

DON MEALEY CHEVROLET
10F>/0 Student
Discount

OPEN M-F 10;00-6;0()
SAT. 10;00·5;00
677-5558

3707 West Colonial Drive, Orlando 32808

(305) 295-7000
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Crew-----------from pag~ 21
crew pulled away from FIT,
but could not overcome the
University of Charleston
leaders, finishing second and
bringing home a silver medal
for the Knights.
Crew members said they
felt that the regatta was run
on a high level of national

competition, and because of
this, expect the competition
to be even better next year.
This weekend the Knights
will return to Florida to compete in Melbourne's Govetnor' s Cup Regatta on
Mathers Bridge on the
Melbourne Causeway.

Sports Briefs----...
-

The crew team practices on Lake Pickett.

Bob Robert won the
Recreational Services/Piz·za Hut "Grand Slam"
home run contest last Sunday on the UCF baseball
field following the UCFFlorida Southern game.
His drive of 260 feet,
against the wind, out·
distanced Ken Howe and
Jim Hahn who finished second and third respectively
with hits of 246 and 243
feet.

••• •
The All-University Intramural One-Pitch Softball Tournament will be
held today and Saturday
on the intramural fields.

•••

The Downtown YMCA
and the Track Shack are
sponsor:ing a lecture series
on health and wellness;
they invite you to attend.
The third, in a three-part
series of lectures, will be
held April 17 and will
Back by popular defeature
Stephanie
mand, the ''Home on the
Mullican, R.D. who will
Range" gold series. has
speak on "Nutrition and
been extended for one final
event-a low gross in- . Exercise.''
A $1 donation to the YMdividual championship-to
be held on the UCF golf CA's World Service Commitment program is redriving range April 20.
quired to attend the lecYou can choose your tee
ture. For more information
time between 2 to 5 p.m. by
calling Rec. Services at contact the YMCA at
896-6901.
275-2408.

•••

·Why be careful with fire
in the forest?
Pick a reason.

Daylily

Arrowhends

. J!WI
A Public Seniice of This Newspaper

~~

Bluebells

\CJ
o~ ,, ' ' \

-~/'()~

94rn AERO

& The Advrr;isi11g Council

.

CABARET PRESENTS
UCF .NIGHT

SQUADRON
A RESTAURANT

Columbine

!llR7'q

®

* Every Monday HOppy Hour Prices All Night
*

Movies, Dancing, Live D.J.

* Dotr1estic Beer, Wine, and Well Brands
4200 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando.i Florida 32803
(30::>) 898-4251

* Present I. D. for 2 for 1
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<tambribge <ttrcle
Save Dad $9,000
Live In A New Townhome
For Him
/ //

when your dad buys a new townhome and you live in it he will save
$2,500 on the down payment.

Quality construction and
convenient flootplans.
Plus a $2,300 Savings

we will pay all closing costs during
our preconstruction sale.
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Only $2,500 Down,
$331 per mo.*

1&e -

You can own a 2 bedroom 2112
bath townhome with dishwasher,range,
microwave,refrigerator,washer,dryer,
alarm system,and more.

0· n-

Up

Living Room
up-._~

to $7,400 Tax Write-Off

available in the first full year of
owenership.

Bedroom
13'. 11•

Phone Home

I

Dad really can save money with
your help. We can .help you show
him how. Tell dad to call us
today or come by this week.
GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

University Blvd.

. UCF

• S49.900 sole n:::::e.SL17,400 morlgoge omoun
Bosen on 7Y2 % :::::onvenl1onol 30-yeor
f1nc1n,..:ing 13 °lo AP R Lm en o 3 tolol loon po1nls
lnlerPsl r les subie:::::I lo ;:hc1noe w1lhoul nolice
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Cambridge Circle

>< 5ca
~
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S.R. SO

· · Call John Nauman or
Hours:
9-5 Mon.-Fri.
Dave Parker
Weekends by
(305) 273-0990
Advantage Developement Corp.
appoint ment
1

+ .

